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Abstract
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Nonlinear Dynamic System Identification and Model Predictive Control Using Genetic

Programming

by Tiantian DOU

During the last century, a lot of developments have been made in research of complex non-

linear process control. As a powerful control methodology, model predictive control (MPC)

has been extensively applied to chemical industrial applications. Core to MPC is a predic-

tive model of the dynamics of the system being controlled. Most practical systems exhibit

complex nonlinear dynamics, which imposes big challenges in system modelling. Being able

to automatically evolve both model structure and numeric parameters, Genetic Programming

(GP) shows great potential in identifying nonlinear dynamic systems. This thesis is devoted

to GP based system identification and model-based control of nonlinear systems.

To improve the generalization ability of GP models, a series of experiments that use

semantic-based local search within a multiobjective GP framework are reported. The influ-

ence of various ways of selecting target subtrees for local search as well as different methods

for performing that search were investigated; a comparison with the Random Desired Oper-

ator (RDO) of Pawlak et al. was made by statistical hypothesis testing. Compared with the

corresponding baseline GP algorithms, models produced by a standard steady state or gen-

erational GP followed by a carefully-designed single-objective GP implementing semantic-

based local search are statistically more accurate and with smaller (or equal) tree size, com-

pared with the RDO-based GP algorithms.

Considering the practical application, how to correctly and efficiently apply an evolved

GP model to other larger systems is a critical research concern. Currently, the replication of
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GP models is normally done by repeating other’s work given the necessary algorithm param-

eters. However, due to the empirical and stochastic nature of GP, it is difficult to completely

reproduce research findings. An XML-based standard file format, named Genetic Program-

ming Markup Language (GPML), is proposed for the interchange of GP trees. A formal

definition of this standard and details of implementation are described. GPML provides con-

venience and modularity for further applications based on GP models.

The large-scale adoption of MPC in buildings is not economically viable due to the time

and cost involved in designing and adjusting predictive models by expert control engineers.

A GP-based control framework is proposed for automatically evolving dynamic nonlinear

models for the MPC of buildings. An open-loop system identification was conducted using

the data generated by a building simulator, and the obtained GP model was then employed

to construct the predictive model for the MPC. The experimental result shows GP is able to

produce models that allow the MPC of building to achieve the desired temperature band in a

single zone space.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Briefly, a dynamical system refers to a system whose states change over time. Developing

mathematical models for dynamical systems by utilizing collected data is known as system

identification. It presents the relationships between all the inputs and outputs by determining

an explanatory model. Constructing models based on available data is the first and crucial

step for further controller design. Practically, system identification requires quick and effi-

cient conversion of measurement data into a model that can capture the underlying dynamics

of the systems or processes of interest. In general, dynamical systems can be categorized into

linear and nonlinear models. For identification of linear models, the most popular methods

are autoregressive moving average with exogenous input (ARMAX) models and its subsets,

which are autoregressive (AR), autoregressive moving average (ARMA), and autoregressive

with exogenous input (ARX) models (Nelles, 2001). However, most practical systems in the

real world are nonlinear. Therefore, linear techniques are no longer sufficient to model the

nonlinearities of complex systems in the real world. In this thesis, only research on nonlinear

dynamic systems is considered. The discussion of techniques and applications to linear sys-

tems is out of scope. In nonlinear system modelling, many statistical models (i.e., nonlinear

ARMAX, nonlinear ARX, nonlinear ARMA) have been adopted for approximating nonlinear

systems. One drawback of these statistical methods is that appropriate model structures need

to be identified in advance based on prior information, which is a difficult task in practice.

Being able to evolve both model structure and numerical coefficients simultaneously, Ge-

netic Programming (GP) has been receiving a considerable amount of attention for nonlinear

system studies, both as a system identification tool and further as a model-based controller.
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In system identification, the trade-off between model accuracy and model complexity

is important. Based on a finite number of training samples, it is possible to produce unde-

sired models which try to ’memorize’ the information extracted from a particular training

dataset rather than learn the features from it. Those models are excessively complex due to

the inclusion of too many unnecessary input variables or parameters. In the literature, the

overly complex models are often referred to as overfitted models. Consequently, they exhibit

high model accuracy on a specific training dataset but bad generalization results on new,

unseen data samples. Additionally, there is a commonly observed phenomenon in GP that

the size of solutions grows dramatically with increasing generations without any improve-

ment in model fitness. Models with an unnecessarily large size impose a heavy computation

burden and are of little practical use. To deal with those issues, various model complexity

control methods are applied, such as the regularization framework, which includes a penalty

term in the objective function to restrict the growth of tree size. Such an integrated objective

function needs proper weights on different elements to tune the balance between model ac-

curacy and complexity. However, the determination of these weights is a difficult problem

in practice. Pareto-based multi-objective optimization scheme optimizes multiple objectives

separately and simultaneously, which avoids the difficulty of determining weights for differ-

ent objectives. This advantage makes it a promising tool for dealing with complex system

identification since most real-world processes have multiple and conflicting objectives to be

optimized.

GP has shown great potential in empirical modelling of complex processes in the real

world (Poli, Langdon, and McPhee, 2008). Nonetheless, conventional GP modifies trees

at the syntactic level. A slight change in syntax can dramatically change the fitness of a

program, which has a negative effect on GP search efficiency. Methods that take the se-

mantics into account have been witnessed to show great potential in improving the search

efficiency (Beadle, 2009; Jackson, 2010; Beadle and Johnson, 2009). Broadly, memetic al-

gorithms which enhance population-based global search with a heuristic local search have

attained distinguished performance (Neri, Cotta, and Moscato, 2012). The integration of

semantic-based local search into GP has been demonstrated to be able to produce more accu-

rate models by improving the search power (Iba, Garis, and Sato, 1994; Topchy and Punch,

2001). Though the hybridization of local search in GP boosts the model accuracy in many

applications (Beadle, 2009; Jackson, 2010; Beadle and Johnson, 2009), it does not come for
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free. The computational effort increases inevitably due to the additional exploitation process

of local search. That is the main reason that, in practice, few applications use such a hybrid

method. The trade-off between model complexity and accuracy caused by local search re-

mains a critical research issue in GP. Typically, most local search methods in GP concentrate

on fine-tuning node functionality. Approaches that change the tree morphologies by local

search are comparatively little explored. In this thesis, a semantic-aware local search method

that optimizes GP trees by modifying program morphologies is proposed. In addition, a size

restriction strategy in local search was designed to prevent the growth of the GP parent tree

for the consideration of practical use. The motivation to tree size restriction is due to the

fact that the rapid growth of GP individuals is a feature of many semantically aware methods

(Vanneschi, Castelli, and Silva, 2014).

When a GP model is built and used for further applications, accurate model replication is

an essential requirement. A wide range of researches in evolutionary computing is, perforce,

both empirical and stochastic, which imposes a particular difficulty in model replication.

Replicability is critical in scientific research since it allows the research findings to be veri-

fied independently by others. Otherwise, the research irreproducibility may provide a hotbed

for the rapid spread of erroneous results and thus hinder the effective progress of research.

Traditionally, a universal way to reproduce GP models is to clarify algorithm parameters,

such as population size, crossover and mutation rates, etc. However, the given information

is often incomplete and inadequate to generate an accurate replication of the experiments

being published. GP evolution is a stochastic process, which is influenced by many detailed

settings, like seed values, the design of the random number generator, and so on. Theoreti-

cally, the stochastic characteristics can be averaged out by a large number of repetitions of

experiments, but the generality of this claim is far from clear. Therefore, for achieving cor-

rect replication, the result needs to be carefully addressed and a standardized format for the

interchange of GP trees is required. A standard interchange format in GP can provide many

benefits. A clear representation of GP trees instead of a trivial description of how models are

generated would speed research pace in this field. It allows a direct comparison of different

research findings in the research community, which avoids the difficulties of reproducing oth-

ers’ results, often with inadequate information. Besides, it would offer a major convenience

for large systems to use evolved GP models just like a ‘plug-in’ component.
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Model predictive control (MPC) (Camacho and Bordons, 2004) is a potent control method-

ology targetted to systems in which a significant delay exists between the current inputs and

any visible response. The core of MPC is a trained model which approximates the features

of the system being studied. Given a prediction horizon extending many discrete time steps

into the future, a model predictive controller calculates the optimal control strategy over a

certain control horizon by optimizing some objective function. Specifically, at each step, the

future input sequence is optimized, and only the first value of the sequence adopted by the

controller. The entire process is repeated at the next time step. Even though MPC has been

frequently used in chemical industrial control engineering, few pieces of research have been

done on building applications (Rockett and Hathway, 2017). Compared to traditional rule-

based methods, MPC in buildings can provide noticeable energy savings perhaps up to 25%

(Rockett and Hathway, 2017), with less CO2 emissions and improved internal environmental

conditions. Nevertheless, the generation and calibration of the predictive model, central to

MPC, can consume 70% of total costs for MPC implementation (Henze, 2013). The con-

ventional models applied in MPC are hand-tuned by highly skilled control experts through

trial and error. Such high-cost approaches are not sufficient to achieve an economical MPC

of buildings (Rockett and Hathway, 2017). Under this circumstance, recently developed ma-

chine learning-based techniques that produce models based on data collected from real sys-

tems appears as a promising tool in building environment control. It is widely acknowledged

that buildings exhibit nonlinear characteristics, which imposes difficulties in deciding model

structures for traditional methods. Additionally, due to building deterioration, internal alter-

ations or external changes, the characteristics of buildings vary over time. This also increases

the difficulty of generating appropriate models for buildings. Taking advantage of being able

to automatically optimize both model structure and appropriate numeric coefficients during

evolution, GP shows great potential in modelling nonlinear dynamics of building systems.

In this thesis, we intend to investigate the ability of GP to identify nonlinear dynamic sys-

tems and assess the control performance of GP models for buildings under a MPC scheme.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: a short introduction and motivating descrip-

tion of this work is described first. Afterward, contributions made in this thesis are outlined

in the next section. Last, the structure of the thesis is set out.
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1.2 Contributions

The main intention of this thesis is to investigate the performance of GP in nonlinear dy-

namic system identificaton and MPC applications. As a start, a brief introduction to GP is

given. Some key research issues, such as model complexity control and model selection,

encountered in GP for solving system identification problems are reviewed.

Detailed research on the performance of GP algorithms when supplemented by semantically-

aware local search methods is discussed. In particular, this thesis extends consideration of

the effectiveness of local search to a multiobjective objective optimization framework since

balancing two critical but explicitly conflicting objectives, namely goodness-of-fit and model

complexity, is a key requirement in the empirical modeling of data (Cherkassky and Mulier,

2007; Le et al., 2016). Accordingly, a comprehensive comparison between various combina-

tory GP algorithms including the Random Desired Operator (RDO) approach is presented.

The establishment of a standardised format for the interchange of GP trees would be

of great benefit in improving research efficiency and preventing the unnecessary time waste

for researchers to reproduce others’ experiments with limited often incomplete information.

This thesis describes a standardised format for the interchange of GP trees, named Genetic

Programming Markup Language (GPML), based on XML, to allow evolved GP solutions be

used just like a ‘plug-in’ component in larger systems. The instructions for GPML reading,

and validation are explained in detail.

In a control scenario, a GP approach was employed to construct the predictive model for

MPC. The experimental results shows that GP is able to automate this control process using

an open-loop excitation experiment. The resulting MPC simulation is able to maintain the

internal temperature of a single-zone test building to within ±1 C of the desired setpoint. In

this work, one member of our research group, Yuri Kaszubowski Lopes, contributed to the

data generation of a simulated building for the following open-loop system identification and

provided the MPC results.

1.3 Thesis Structure

This thesis is partitioned into seven chapters, which are organized as follows:
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1. Chapter 1 sets the stage for the thesis. The motivation for work done so far is described.

Additionally, the main contributions of the thesis are summarized.

2. Chapter 2 presents the main issues concerned in the research of GP-based system iden-

tification and gives an informative introduction to GP. Several comparable system iden-

tification techiniques are also discussed.

3. Chapter 3 introduces a hybridation algorithm that uses semantic-based local search

within a multiobjective genetic programming (MOGP) framework for improving the

search power of GP in a semantic level.

4. Chapter 4 proposes an XML-based standardised format, namely GPML, for the inter-

change of GP trees. Details of how to read, write and validation a GPML file are also

described.

5. Chapter 5 demonstrates a novel approach to obtaining dynamic nonlinear models using

GP for the MPC of buildings.

6. Chapter 6 is devoted to concluding the main contributions of the thesis.

7. Chapter 7 provides suggestions on future work and extensions.
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Chapter 2

Background: Genetic Programming

The modelling of real-world processes is a challenging task due to the difficulties of finding

both the model structures and appropriate parameters of a model at the same time.

There is no one algorithm can be utilized as a universal optimal solution, because differ-

ent systems have various complex behavior. In addition, the choice of modelling technique

also depends on the identification purpose (e.g. For prediction, a desired model is expected

to have small prediction error, usually with no other particular requirement on the model

structure and parameters. If a model is built for control, the approximation is expected to be

able to capture the true dynamics of the system studied, and of appropriate orders, since a

high-order model may increase difficulties in the process of control design (Ðukić and Sarić,

2012).). In general, methods used for empirical modelling can be classified in two groups:

phenomenological or behavioral (Metenidis, Witczak, and Korbicz, 2004).

Developing a phenomenological model is a process of theoretical derivations, which re-

quires prior knowledge of the systems under investigation. In the literature of system identi-

fication, the phenomenological models are interchangeably referred to as white-box models

(Nelles, 2001). If the rationale governing a system has already been well understood then it

is more likely to select proper model structures and yield good results for specific problems.

However, in practice, the principles of dynamical processes are not always adequately under-

stood in advance. In this situation, the selection of proper models becomes a critical problem

because it has direct effects on the accuracy of system identification. To deal with this issue,

behavioral modelling is commonly employed.

A behavioral model is derived by approximating the relationships of inputs and outputs

from experimental data without a need of prior knowledge of the system mechanics. In

empirical modelling, models developed solely based on measurement data are also called
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black-box models (Nelles, 2001). Traditional statistical regression methods can be used for

developing behavioral models. However, they can only be used under certain constraints.

Specifically, traditional statistical regression techniques approximate the dynamics of sys-

tems by linear or nonlinear models with pre-specified structures, which are often hard to

determine. Additionally, when traditional statistical regression techniques are applied, the

residuals are often assumed to have a normal distribution. In recent decades, another family

of algorithms has attracted an increasing number of researchers. These algorithms, called

modern heuristic techniques, draw inspiration from strategies and phenomena existing in the

natural world. Among them, the widely studied techniques include artificial neural networks

(ANNs), and evolutionary algorithms. ANNs are inspired by biological neural networks

(Haykin, 1994), and have been successfully used in various structural engineering problems

(Guzelbey, Cevik, and Gögüş, 2006; Guzelbey, Cevik, and Erklig, 2006; Gandomi and Alavi,

2011; Guven, 2011; Pala, 2006). Despite ANNs exhibiting their potential in a wide range

of engineering applications, they have a drawback that no explicit mathematical equations

are developed to describe the relationships between inputs and outputs of systems. Besides,

the structure of ANNs, such as the number of hidden layers and transfer functions, needs

to be pre-defined. Stanley and Miikkulainen (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) presented

the Neuro-Evolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) method which can tune both model

structure and numerical parameters of neural network models by a GA during the learning

process. Overall, complex engineering system identification calls for more robust computing

techniques.

Being able to automatically optimize both structures and numerical coefficients of a

model simultaneously, GP remains a highly-researched technique in empirical modelling.

Inspired by the principle of Darwinian natural selection, GP produces solutions by emulat-

ing the biological evolution of living organisms (Koza, 1992). The idea of gradually im-

proving candidate models guided by a learning procedure was first discussed by Friedberg

(Friedberg, 1958). Genetic algorithms (GA) were then developed by John Holland (Holland,

1992), who established a theoretical foundation for computational evolution. Holland’s GA

schema theory simulated the biological evolution by introducing the processes of crossover,

recombination, mutation to find better solutions to problems. However, it was criticized for

having difficulty in predicting the behaviour of a GA over multiple generations (Poli, 2000).

Cramer (Cramer, 1985) used a GA to develop a sequential programming language so as to
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evolve tree-structured simple computer functions from low-level computational primitives.

A breakthrough in GP was made through the work of Koza (Koza, 1992) on symbolic regres-

sion. The difference between GA and GP is the representation of solutions. Candidates in GA

are classically encoded into bit strings (sequences of 1’s and 0’s), which are often used for

parameter optimization. Real numbers and other objects are also accepted by modern com-

puters to form a GA chromosome. GP solutions, on the other hand, are suitable for evolving

both model structure and coefficients, benefitting from the hierarchical, tree-structured com-

puter programs with variable length. The structures and corresponding parameters of a tree

change during the search process, which makes it a promising alternative for developing

models from an input-output dataset. As an extension of GA, most of the genetic operators

in GP, such as crossover and mutation, can be implemented with little change.

2.1 Research Issue of Model Complexity Control in System Iden-

tification Using GP

Although GP has had a variety of applications in solving nonlinear dynamic system iden-

tification and model-based control problems (Poli, Langdon, and McPhee, 2008), there are

some research issues, such as how to improve efficiency of GP, how to prevent premature

convergence, and how to improve the generalization ability of the trained solutions (Dabhi

and Chaudhary, 2015), that still needs to be carefully dealt with when GP is applied in prac-

tice. In order to address these problems, a lot of effort has been made by researchers (Dabhi

and Chaudhary, 2015). Since this thesis concentrates on nonlinear dynamic system identifi-

cation and model-based control using GP, the problem of model complexity control is a key

question that we are concerned about.

Practically, a desired model is expected to be accurate and compact. Especially in real-

world control applications, model reduction is often conducted for approximating complex

high-order models by producing adequate low-order models to facilitate both computation-

ally efficiency and controller design (Besselink et al., 2013). If a trained model is too simple,

it would not be able to approximate a system to a reasonable degree of accuracy. On the other

hand, if a learned model is overly complex and captures not only the features of the process

of interest but also the noise contained in a limited training set, high generalization error may

be obtained when the model is evaluated on other new, unseen datasets. Further, an efficient
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controller is less likely to be achieved based on an over-parameterized model, which is also

called an overfitted model. Thus, there is an obvious trade-off between model complexity

and model accuracy. In this section, the research issue about model complexity control is

discussed and its related techniques are reviewed.

2.1.1 Model Complexity Measurements

Methods used for measuring model complexity can be generally classified into three types:

structural complexity measurement, functional complexity measurement, and statistical ma-

chine learning complexity measurement (Le et al., 2016).

Early criteria used to estimate the complexity of GP trees are simply by observing the

model structure. To be specific, the structural complexity of a GP tree can be measured by

the number of nodes in a tree, the number of levels (layers) in a tree and the total number of

nodes in all subtrees of a GP tree. These techniques were proven to be useful in controlling

tree growth (Le et al., 2016), but they have also been criticized for being deceptive. A GP

tree with a large size sometimes can be simplified to a small tree with fewer nodes. Consid-

ering two GP trees: cos((4.1+ 0.9− 3.0)x) and cos(10x), the former one appears twice as

complex as the latter from the perspective of node count. Thus, the evolution process would

favour the second tree for breeding the next generation. However, from the perspective of

semantics, the second function is more oscillatory, and therefore of higher probability to ex-

hibit excessive variability, which tends to the generation of overfitted models. Additionally,

utilizing the node count as the measurement assumes each node make an equal contribution

to model complexity. Without considering the associated functions of nodes, the complexity

introduced by an exponential node, though embedding an infinite power series, is the same

with a unary minus node. This deficiency has motivated people to consider other complexity

measures. Rissanen (Rissanen, 1978) proposed the Minimum Description Length (MDL) to

measure the Kolmogorov complexity of a model. The above examples can be simplified to

cos(2x) and cos(10x) respectively, and model complexity of them is considered the same

based on the MDL measurement. Consequently, the former model exhibiting better func-

tional smoothness would be preferred during the evolution process (Ni and Rockett, 2015).

Functional complexity measurements were initially proposed for preventing the genera-

tion of overfitted models since some researchers suspect that there is an association between

the evolution of overfitted models with the functional complexity of GP trees. This type
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of measurement estimates the complexity of a model by analyzing its output over possible

input space (Le et al., 2016). To take a simple example, theoretically, any GP tree can be

approximated by a Chebyshev polynomial. Vladislavleva et al. (Vladislavleva, Smits, and

Hertog, 2009) used the order of the Chebyshev polynomial as the model complexity, named

"order of nonlinearity", of a GP model. Overfitted models exhibiting large oscillation fea-

ture are usually approximated by high-order Chebyshev polynomials (Stinstra, Rennen, and

Teeuwen, 2008). This type of complexity measurement provides a new perspective on cal-

culating model complexity, however, it is criticized for lacking reliable theoretical basis (Le

et al., 2016).

The research on employing statistical learning theory for measuring model complexity is

still at a preliminary stage. To take an instance, Montana et al. (Montaña et al., 2011) uti-

lized a new criterion called Vapnik-Chervonenki (VC) dimension (Vapnik, 1998) to measure

the model complexity of GP trees. The experimental result shows the VC-based algorithm

exhibited promising performance on model complexity control during evolution. The study

of injecting statistical learning techniques into the measurement of model complexity shed

light on a new trend for further research on model selection algorithms in GP. However, one

notable limitation of this type of measurement is that it requires complex computation (Le

et al., 2016).

Therefore, counting the number of nodes is the simplest and most common complexity

measure used to date in the GP literature to represent the complexity of a model, and this

measurement is adopted in this thesis.

2.1.2 Model Accuracy Measurements

Model accuracy is also termed as "goodness of fit" which indicates how well a model fits a set

of observations. In system identification, there are several commonly used model accuracy

measurements, such as the mean square error (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), mean

absolute error (MAE) and R squared (R2). The formulas for these criteria are described in

Table 2.1. In empirical modelling, goodness-of-fit is normally MSE. Thus, in this thesis, we

use MSE to evaluate model accuracy of GP trees.
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TABLE 2.1: Commonly used model accuracy measurements

Criteria Formulas
Mean square error (MSE) = 1

N ∑
N
i=1(xi− x̂i)2

Root mean square error (RMSE) =
√

1
N ∑

N
i=1(xi− x̂i)2

Mean absolute error (MAE) = 1
N ∑

N
i=1 |xi− x̂i|

R squared (R2) = 1− ∑
N
i=1(xi−x̂i)2

∑
N
i=1(xi−x̄i)2

2.1.3 Two Important Issues Affecting Generalization Ablity of GP Models

In machine learning problems, the goal is to produce a unique solution based on a finite num-

ber of training data (Nelles, 2001). Thus, any approximating function is inevitably inaccurate

due to the limited training information. In GP, the generalization ability of models is affected

by two critical research issues: bloat and overfitting (Dabhi and Chaudhary, 2015).

Bloat in GP and Associated Approaches Used for Tackling This Issue

In practice, it is often noted that the average size (number of nodes) of GP trees grows very

rapidly after a certain number of generations, without any corresponding increase in fitness.

This phenomenon of trees growing at a rapid pace with no improved fitness is known as

bloat. Researchers have been puzzled by the origin of bloat for over a decade. There is no

consensus on why it occurs during the evolution process. Five theories have been proposed

to explain the reasons for the bloat phenomenon, which are: Replication Accuracy Theory

(Mcphee and Miller, 1995), Removal Bias Theory (Soule and Foster, 1998), Modification

Point Depth Theory (Luke, 2003), Program Search Space Theory (Langdon and Poli, 1998)

and Crossover Bias Theory (Poli, Langdon, and Dignum, 2007).

Bloat hinders the search efficiency of GP in practical applications because the redun-

dancy of a tree produces a model of ’complex’ form and inevitably raises the burden of

computation. A program with bloat means it is more complex than it needs to be. Bloat

impairs the model comprehensibility as the programs are too complex to uncover the na-

ture of systems intuitively. Application of bloat control gives several obvious benefits, such

as encouraging parsimony, lessening exorbitant computational resources, and promoting the

search efficiency.
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Different approaches have been applied for controlling bloat in GP. In 1992, Koza (Koza,

1992) proposed to use code editing or an expression simplification method to control the size

of programs during evolution by removing redundant code. However, this strategy was criti-

cized for leading to premature convergence (Haynes, 1998). Simplifying trees by specifying

the size or depth limits of produced child solutions was also studied by the GP community

(Koza, 1992). This approach applies a validation test to child models to verify if the size

of them exceeds the depth limit once they are created. If a new offspring is bigger than

any of the pre-specified limits, it is ignored and the best of the selected parent trees return.

Crawford-Marks and Spector (Crawford-Marks and Spector, 2002) designed a new genetic

operator, named size-fair crossover, to combat the bloat. The size-fair crossover operator ex-

changes subtrees from their parent solutions under a certain restriction to control tree growth.

They suggested that parsimonious trees can be generated by using the size-fair genetic oper-

ator with no extra computation. Poli (Poli, 2003) described an selection mechanism, called

the Tarpeian technique, to address the bloat problem. In this work, a fixed portion of the

population is assigned low fitness values if their tree size is larger than the average. GP pro-

grams with low fitness values have lower probabilities of being selected as parents to breed

child solutions. The Tarpeian technique minimizes the number of evaluations required and

does not have to specify the size of the potential solutions in advance. However, when the

portion is set large, it becomes excessively aggressive by rejecting large programs regardless

of how fit they are. A commonly used approach to dealing with bloat during the evolution is

parsimony pressure (Poli and McPhee, 2008), which is the simplest method to address bloat

problems. This technique penalizes the fitness of a solution according to its complexity. A

new fitness estimation formulation of program k is defined

fp(k) = f (k)+ c∗ `(k), (2.1)

where f (k) denotes the original fitness evaluation of a solution, `(k) is the size of the so-

lution, and c is the parsimony coefficient. Obviously, the parsimony coefficient controls the

trade-off between model accuracy and complexity. Though difficult, the determination of the

parsimony coefficient is crucial as it directly influences the intensity of bloat control. Poli

and McPhee (Poli and McPhee, 2008) introduced a co-variant parsimony pressure strategy,

according to which the parsimony coefficient is assigned dynamically during evolution. The
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experimental result over symbolic regression problems shows the co-variant parsimony pres-

sure approach achieves complete control over the tree bloat. Dignum and Poli (Dignum and

Poli, 2008) showed the potential of using an operator equalization approach to control bloat.

In this approach, the search process is guided towards finding smaller or larger programs. It

controls the distribution of tree sizes during an evolutionary run by probabilistically accept-

ing every generated offspring candidate based on its size. They concluded that the operator

equalization technique is able to control the solution length distribution effectively by saving

efforts on exploring larger model spaces.

Overfitting in GP and Associated Approaches Used for Tackling This Issue

A model which is developed based on finite training data carries the risk of over-adaption.

In machine learning, the phenomenon of generating an over-parameterized model that can

fit a specific training dataset very well but fails to fit unseen data is known as overfitting.

The essence of overfitting is that the approximating functions are not only learning the true

dynamics of systems under study, but also unknowingly extracting extra residual variations

(i.e. the noise), and taking them as the true features of the system by mistake. The overfitted

models tend to ’memorize’ a specific training dataset (including noise) rather learn the char-

acteristics it contained. Therefore, the overfitted solutions exhibit low approximation errors

on the training dataset but high generalization errors on an unseen dataset.

A wide range of methods has been used by GP researchers to overcome the problem

of overfitting. Kotanchek et al. (Kotanchek, Smits, and Vladislavleva, 2008) prevented the

occurrence of overfitting in the evolution by using interval arithmetic. Similarly, Stinstra et

al. (Stinstra, Rennen, and Teeuwen, 2008) applied interval arithmetic in Pareto simulated

annealing based symbolic regression to ensure the development of robust models. A com-

monly used method for avoiding the selection of overfitted models is partitioning the dataset.

An available dataset can be divided into two disjoint data sets, training data, and test data.

The training data are used for developing models during evolution, and the test dataset is em-

ployed to evaluate the generalization performance of the evolved solutions (Zavoianu, 2010).

In this way, the overfitted programs can be easily identified by producing smaller approxi-

mation errors on the training data but large errors on the test data. N-fold cross-validation

is also a widely used technique for preventing the selection of overfitted models (Zavoianu,
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2010). In N-fold cross-validation approach, the finite data are divided into N disjoint sub-

sets. Models are trained N times and each time N-1 subsets used for training, the remaining

subset used for the test. However, this N-fold cross-validation is criticized as unsuitable for

GP, since GP may produce a different model in each training process (Dabhi and Chaudhary,

2015). An alternative that partitions a given finite dataset into three parts, namely training,

validation, and test, has been studied by many researchers (Gagné et al., 2006; Zavoianu,

2010; Schmidt and Lipson, 2009). The training dataset is used for evolving models. The

validation part is used for selecting the best model for a specific problem and can also be

used for identifying overfitted models among the final population obtained. The test dataset

is used for evaluating the generalization ability of the obtained solutions over unseen data.

This approach prevents overfitting by detecting the overfitted models. The selected model

over the validation dataset can further be compared with other models in an unbiased way

over the test dataset which is not used in any part of the training and validation step. How-

ever, one concern in this approach is that in practice, the amount of available data can be too

small to be partitioned into three parts. Methods aimed at reducing the complexity of models

during the evolution have also drawn an increasing attention. Nikolaev and Iba (Nikolaev

and Iba, 2001) presented a regularizated fitness function to discover parsimonious, accurate,

and predictive solutions. In training process, MDL-based model complexity measurement

was adapted for inducing tree-like polynomials and used for smoothing the fitness landscape

by discarding complex models. Vladislavleva et al. (Vladislavleva, Smits, and Hertog, 2009)

utilized a novel expressional complexity measure, the order of nonlinearity, to navigate the

evolution process to develop compact models with smoother response surfaces. They drew a

conclusion that models produced by GP which used the order of nonlinearity as a secondary

optimization objective exhibit better extrapolative performance than those generated taking

a size-related measurement as a secondary objective. This work was criticized by Ni and

Rockett (Ni and Rockett, 2015), however, because the model selection issue in GP is simply

switched to another model selection problem on the set of polynomial fits which they solve

with an arbitrary threshold. The original model selection problem has not been solved in

essence. Costelloe and Ryan (Costelloe and Ryan, 2009) improved the generalization ability

of GP models by combining "no same mate" selection with linear scaling. Kotanchek et al.

(Kotanchek, Smits, and Vladislavleva, 2008) proposed an ensemble of diverse homogeneous

models to evolve more accurate models. Additionally, instead of splitting data into training,
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validation and test dataset, this method can utilize all available data for model development

without risk of overfitting.

2.1.4 Multi-Objective Optimization in GP

Another effective method to address overfitting problem in GP is using a multi-objective

optimization scheme. Real-world problems are difficult to solve in that they are inherently

characterized by multiple objectives which are often in conflict with each other. It is usually

hard to find an optimal solution that can meet all criteria mathematically at the same time.

Multi-objective optimization can produce a set of acceptable trade-off optimal candidates,

among which practitioners can select the best solution for their own specific problems.

Traditional approaches transfer multiple objective optimization problems into single ob-

jective optimization problems by either developing a weighted function which aggregates all

the objectives, or taking one objective as the optimization task while others as constraints.

The former strategy is called the weighted sum method assigning a weight coefficient to each

objective and then combining them into a weighted sum function. However, the determina-

tion of weight coefficients is difficult since it needs prior knowledge to decide the relative

importance of each objective. To deal with this issue, Jin et al. (Jin, Olhofer, and Sendhoff,

2001) proposed Dynamic Weighted Aggregation (DWA) that changes the weights of the ob-

jectives incrementally in the evolution process. In system identification, a typical solution to

model complexity control is regularization (Cherkassky and Mulier, 2007). Regularization

adds a penalization term to the objective function to be optimized. The penalization term

is used for evaluating model complexity. Typically, the objective to be optimized for the

regularization principle is described as

Rpen(ω) = Remp(ω)+λφ [ f (x,ω)], (2.2)

Remp =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(yi− f (xi))
2, (2.3)

where yi is the sample measurement, and f (xi) is the estimate of the approximating functions.

Thus Remp(ω) stands for the empirical risk for a specific learning problem, which intends to

enforce closeness of the approximating models to the available data. λφ [ f (x,ω)] is a penalty

term, which enforces smoothness. The regularization parameter λ controls the strength of
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the penalty term and adapts the tradeoff between model accuracy and complexity. The setting

of λ is often problematic and time consuming. Analytical arguments and data resampling are

powerful tools that can be used to determine the optimal value of λ . For details, readers can

refer to (Cherkassky and Mulier, 2007). The regularization framework has been frequently

applied in empirical modelling tasks. It presents a formal mechanism to regulate model

complexity during the training process.

Apart from the weighted sum algorithm, Coello (Coello Coello, 1999) introduced ε con-

straints, which focuses on solving one objective optimization problem while taking the other

objectives as constraints restricted in some acceptable range. Those classical methods have

limits that demand the user has prior knowledge about the underlying system, and the single

solution evolved is highly sensitive to the weight vector used in the scalarization process.

Unlike aggregation-based single objective optimization, Pareto-based methods solve the

optimization problem without coupling objectives. They optimize multiple objectives simul-

taneously so as to maintain individual features of each objective. A non-Pareto based tech-

nique named Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) (Schaffer, 1985) was proposed.

It divides the whole population into several equal parts. Each sub-part evolves to develop the

fittest solution for one objective. A clear drawback of VEGA is that the evolved models can

only perform well in terms of one objective and have a bias towards some regions.

Pareto-based techniques prevent premature convergence and overfitting by sorting and

assigning ranks to GP trees, which serves as the guide to the evolution process (Coello

Coello, 1999; Ngatchou, Zarei, and El-Sharkawi, 2005). Multiple Objective Genetic Al-

gorithm (MOGA) (Fonseca and Fleming, 1993) evaluates the performance of solutions from

the number of other candidates it dominates. Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm

(NSGA) (Srinivas and Deb, 1994) combines the non-dominated sorting in GAs with a niche

and speciation method to search for Pareto optimal solutions. The Niched Pareto Genetic

Algorithm (NPGA) (Horn, Nafpliotis, and Goldberg, 1994) adjusts the selection pressure

and controls the convergence speed by adding Pareto dominance to the tournament selection

scheme.

Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999) combines

several features of previous multiobjective EAs in a unique manner. This approach stores

nondominated solutions externally in a second, continuously updated archive population.

The fitness of a solution is estimated from the number of external nondominated points that
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dominate it. A clustering procedure is applied for reducing the size of the nondominated set

without destroying its characteristics.

A faster version of NSGA, named Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-

II), was proposed by Deb et al. (Deb et al., 2000). It adopts an elitism strategy to prevent the

loss of the best previously found solutions. Experiments show the NSGA-II can produce an

improved spread of solutions and convergence near the true Pareto-optimal front.

Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) (Knowles and Corne, 2000) employs local

search but using a reference archive of previously found solutions in order to identify the

approximate dominance ranking of the current and candidate solution vectors.

Being able to simultaneously deal with a set of objectives, evolutionary algorithms are

particularly suitable for solving multi-objective optimization problems. Additionally, evo-

lutionary algorithms have minimal requirements regarding the problem formulation. The

fact that Pareto-based multi-objective algorithms finally approximate a set of Pareto optimal

solutions provides flexibility for researchers to select the best model according to different

problems. All those variants of multi-objective optimization algorithm have performed well

in various applications (Sharma and Virk, 2014). Due to this advantage, in this thesis, we

adopted the basic Pareto-based multi-objective algorithm and integrated it in GP for solving

nonlinear system identification and control problems.

2.2 Details of GP

2.2.1 GP Evolution Process

Inspired by biological evolution processes, evolutionary algorithms (EA) solve problems by

applying the theory of natural selection to an assembly of candidate solutions with the ex-

pectation of evolving better models. GA are one class of EAs. Basically, a GA consists of a

reproductive strategy for generating offspring with better fitness using the principal genetic

operators of crossover and mutation. GP is a subset or an extension of GA. The essential prin-

ciples of GA and GP are similar although solutions in GP are expressed as programs with hi-

erarchical tree structures, which consist of pre-specified functional and terminal nodes. This

flexible tree structure provides a dynamic and variable representation. A typical example of
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such a GP tree is shown in Figure 4.1, and its functional expression is given in

y(k) = (−x1)+ (0.2∗ (−x2)). (2.4)

FIGURE 2.1: Simple example GP tree.

Generally, evolutionary algorithms can be classified into two different types: steady-state

and generational. In steady-state evolution, one (or two) offspring are produced at each step

and appended to the population; the population size is then reduced down to its original

size by removing the weakest one (or two) individuals. (In fact, the term ‘steady-state’ is a

misnomer – quasi-steady state would be more accurate.) In generational algorithms, on the

other hand, a whole new child population is produced by repeated selection from a parent

population before the child population is swapped to become the parent population and the

process repeated. The following algorithm describes the evolution process of a typical steady-

state GP.

• Step 1: Population initialization

In GP, candidates in the initial population are randomly generated. The process of cre-

ating random trees can be implemented in different ways (Poli, Langdon, and McPhee,

2008), but two simple methods (the ‘full’ and ‘grow’ strategies (Poli, Langdon, and

McPhee, 2008)) and are extensively used. In the ‘full’ method, the initial trees are

created up to a pre-defined maximum depth; the depth of a GP tree is the minimum

number of layers that need to be crossed to reach the deepest terminal node from a

tree’s root node. Trees are generated by randomly selecting nodes from the function

set until all the leaves reach the maximum tree depth. In the ‘grow’ method, trees are
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created with more diverse structures with some probability of terminating tree growth

before reaching the depth limit.

In order to initialize the population of trees with a variety of shapes and sizes, a ramped

half-and-half method was proposed by Koza (Koza, 1992). This initialization strategy

generates half of population based on the ‘full’ method and the remaining trees based

on the ‘grow’ method. In the present work, we have used the ramped half-and-half

method for population initialization.

• Step 2: Fitness evaluation

The performance of each tree is evaluated with a fitness function, which is used for

estimating how well a solution performs on the given problem. Details about the fitness

estimation are described in the following section 2.2.2. Then the population is sorted

according to fitness value. Solutions with higher ranks are more likely to be selected

as parent trees to breed child candidates in the evolution process.

• Step 3: Offspring generation

At each iteration, two GP trees are selected as parents. Two main genetic operations,

crossover and mutation, are then applied to produce new offspring solutions. Specif-

ically, the crossover operator randomly selects a crossover point in each parent tree.

The child trees are then generated by crossing over and splicing together the two trees

at the selected crossover points between two parent trees, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.

The mutation operation modifies a GP tree by randomly selecting a mutation point in

a tree, and then replacing it with a new, randomly-generated subtree, as illustrated in

Figure 2.3. After crossover and mutation, the fitness value of each newly generated

child tree is evaluated. The population is then re-ranked after appending the offspring

solutions and the two least-fit individuals deleted to return the population to its original

size.

• Step 4: Process termination

The above procedures are iterated from step 2 to step 3 until user-specified termination

conditions are met.
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FIGURE 2.2: Example of subtree crossover.

FIGURE 2.3: Example of subtree mutation.
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2.2.2 Pareto Based Multi-Objective Optimization and Model Selection

One of the fundamental issues of GP is bloat – the inexorable growth in tree size with no

accompanying improvement in fitness. The use of multiobjective optimization in GP, how-

ever, can reduce the effects of bloat by providing a selective pressure that favours smaller

models – so-called parsimony pressure. In order to generate compact and accurate mod-

els, we have used the twin fitness measures of tree size (number of tree nodes) and MSE

over the dataset as two non-commensurable objectives. The Pareto dominance based ranking

scheme (Goldberg, 1989) was used to rank the individuals in the population. A vector of

objectives a = (a1, ...,ap) is said to dominate b = (b1, ...,bp) if and only if a is partially less

than b, i.e., a ≺ b ∀i : ai ≤ bi ∧∃i ∈ 1, ..., p : ai < bi; in our case the fitness vectors are the

2-vectors with node count and MSE as elements.

During the evolution process, trees with higher ranks have bigger probabilities of being

selected as parent trees to produce child candidates, and at the end of the run, the population

comprises a set of individuals which trades-off compactness against the goodness of fit (small

MSE) to the training data.

After the evolution, the final population obtained spans the spectrum of small individuals

with large MSE values (under fitted models) through to large models with small MSE values

(overfitted models). The model with the smallest MSE over the validation set was selected

as the final solution.

2.3 Other Comparable System Identification Techniques

Except for GP, there are other frequently used techniques used for solving dynamic sys-

tem identification problems. Due to the fact that most real-world processes are nonlinear

and complex, the discussion about techniques for linear system identification is beyond the

scope of this thesis, and only nonlinear dynamical algorithms are reviewed here. Tradi-

tional statistical nonlinear models have a range of applications in empirical modelling tasks

(Nelles, 2001). In the discrete time domain, the most widely used methods are nonlinear

ARMAX (NARMAX), nonlinear AR (NAR), and nonlinear ARX (NARX). The Volterra-

series models, block-structured models, such as Hammerstein models, have also been widely

researched for determining mathematical descriptions of nonlinear systems (Nelles, 2001).

From a statistical view, Gaussian processes exhibit great potential in empirical modelling and
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have been extensively researched in system identification and control applications (Kocijan

et al., 2004; Grancharova, Kocijan, and Johansen, 2007; Cao, Lai, and Alam, 2017). In re-

cent decades, another family of algorithms has attracted an increasing number of researchers

(Nelles, 2001). These algorithms are called modern heuristic techniques, among which the

most widely studied techniques include ANNs, and evolutionary computational algorithms.

The methods described above are frequently applied in regression, classification, con-

trol and prediction problems (Nelles, 2001). Particularly, there is an increasing number of

attempts that use data-driven models to improve the design of controllers. For control pur-

poses, though the relationship of the controller performance and the model performance are

not strictly associated, the former is still closely linked with the latter (the well-performing

controller certainly results from an appropriate model). Thus, in model-based control appli-

cations, model accuracy is a key research issue.

In this section, several contemporary comparable models (ANNs, Volterra-series models,

Hammerstein models, and Gaussian process models) and their applications in the field of non-

linear system identification and control are described. In this thesis, we have not compared

the performance of GP with those models. The reason why other comparable techniques

are discussed is to illustrate that apart from GP, ANNs, Volterra-series models, Hammerstein

models, and Gaussian process models have also recently been frequently applied to nonlinear

system identification and control applications (Fu et al., 2013; Yuzgec, Becerikli, and Turker,

2008; Sentoni et al., 1996; Kocijan et al., 2004; Cao, Lai, and Alam, 2017).

2.3.1 Artificial Neural Networks for System Identification and Predictive Con-

trol

An artificial network (or simply a neural network) is a network that connects simple process-

ing elements referred to as neurons. Artificial neurons are elementary units in an artificial

neural network. Generally, a neuron is a function that maps multiple inputs to a scalar. Fig-

ure 2.4 illustrates a very simple form of a neuron. It receives one or more inputs and sums

them to produce an output.

In Figure 2.4, the example neuron has m+ 1 inputs. u1 to um are the inputs. b is a bias

input. w1 to wm are the weight parameters. v is the sum of all the inputs multiplied by their
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FIGURE 2.4: A general model of a neuron of ANN.

weights. f (.) is typically a nonlinear transfer function and y is the output of the neuron.

Accordingly, the output of a neuron is calculated by

y = f (v) = f (
m

∑
i=1

ui ∗wi + b) (2.5)

An ANN is based on a collection of connected neurons. The basic structure of an ANN

is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

FIGURE 2.5: A simple artificial neural network.

In ANN, the layer used for receiving signals from the environment is named the input

layer. The layer that produces outputs is called the output layer. All the intermediate layers

located between the input layer and the output layer are called hidden layers. The considered

example in Figure 2.5 has one hidden layer. Figure 2.5 shows a two-layer ANN. Since there

are no calculations done in the input layer, it is not taken into account when the number of

layers is calculated.
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Learning is the process of adapting the connection weights in an ANN to produce the

desired output vector in response to a stimulus vector presented to the input buffer (Tsoukalas

and Uhrig, 1996). Typically, a gradient-based algorithm is used for the optimization process,

since it is suitable for local search.

In general, neural networks used for nonlinear system identification can be classified

into two types, feedforward and recurrent. A clear limitation of feedforward neural network

models is that the map from inputs to outputs is static, which arouses a big challenge in

modelling complex dynamical systems (Fairbank et al., 2014; Phan and Hagan, 2013).

Recent works (Pan and Wang, 2012; Seyab and Cao, 2008; Fu et al., 2013; Yuzgec,

Becerikli, and Turker, 2008; Shen et al., 2014; Lu and Tsai, 2008; Hosen, Hussain, and

Mjalli, 2011; Tai and Ahn, 2012; Na et al., 2012; Xiong and Zhang, 2005; Han and Qiao,

2011; Chen, 2011; Han and Qiao, 2014) show that recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are

suitable for nonlinear dynamical system identification problems as they are able to conduct

long-range predictions, even in the presence of measurement noise. Based on two RNNs, an

echo state network and a simplified dual network (Pan and Wang, 2012) were developed for

MPC of an unknown nonlinear dynamical systems. The results show the RNN-based nonlin-

ear MPC scheme is effective and potentially suitable for real-time MPC implementation. A

continuous time recurrent neural network (CTRNN) (Seyab and Cao, 2008) was proposed for

nonlinear MPC, and improved model accuracy for the nonlinear process was obtained using

the new method. Fu et al. (Fu et al., 2013) utilized two dynamic multilayer neural networks

with different timescales to solve the adaptive nonlinear identification and trajectory tracking

tasks. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed identification and control

algorithms.

Yuzgec et al. (Yuzgec, Becerikli, and Turker, 2008) proposed a dynamic neural-network-

based MPC structure for a baker’s yeast drying process. The RNNs used in (Pan and Wang,

2012; Seyab and Cao, 2008; Fu et al., 2013; Yuzgec, Becerikli, and Turker, 2008) and some

others (Shen et al., 2014; Lu and Tsai, 2008; Hosen, Hussain, and Mjalli, 2011) show promis-

ing performance both on nonlinear dynamic system identification problems and control ap-

plications. However, the research on RNNs for nonlinear system modelling still faces dif-

ficulties (Tai and Ahn, 2012; Na et al., 2012). The modelling efficiency is sensitive to the

structures and parameters of RNNs. Thus, they are often fixed after initialization, which may

cause troubles in the nonlinear MPC (Xiong and Zhang, 2005). To deal with this problem,
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recent works (Han and Qiao, 2011; Chen, 2011; Han and Qiao, 2014) pointed out that a

self-organizing scheme can be used for improving the model effectiveness.

Despite ANNs have been successfully employed for approximating many real-world sys-

tems, the shortcoming of not being able to produce an explicit mathematical equation which

uncovers the relationships between inputs and outputs of a system impairs their application

flexibility. In addition, some critical settings of the structure of an ANN (i.e., the number

of hidden layers and transfer functions) require to be specified by knowledgeable experts in

advance. Therefore, more robust approximation methods are desired for identifying complex

engineering processes.

2.3.2 Volterra-Series Models for System Identification and Predictive Control

In nonlinear system identification, classical models are developed based on polynomials for

approximating the nonlinear mapping between inputs and outputs. Volterra series are a direct

generalisation of the linear convolution integral (Billings, 2013). It represents the nonlinear

behaviours of systems without output feedback (Nelles, 2001). A typical Volterra-series

model for a discrete-time causal system is shown

y(n) = h0 +
P

∑
i=1

(Hix)(n) (2.6)

(Hix)(n) =
M

∑
τ1=0

...
M

∑
τi=0

hi(τ1, ...,τi)
i

∏
j=1

x(n− τ j) (2.7)

where hi(τ1, ...,τi) are discrete-time Volterra kernels and h0 is a constant term (Orcioni,

2014). x(n), y(n) ∈R, are the system input and output, respectively. The input to a Volterra-

series system at all other times can be used to calculated the output. P ∈ N ∪ {+∞},

M ∈ Z∪ {+∞}. In function 2.7, the summations begin with 0 meaning a causal system

is considering here.

Volterra-series models have been widely used for nonlinear system identification and con-

trol applications(Gruber et al., 2011; Gruber, Bordons, and Oliva, 2012; Gruber et al., 2013;

Li, Qi, and Yu, 2009; Kumar and Budman, 2014). Tan and Jiang (Tan and Jiang, 2001) pro-

posed a Volterra filtered-X least mean square (VFXLMS) algorithm to control feedforward

active noise. The experimental results indicate the VFXLMS algorithm is of great potential
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in active noise control where the noise to be controlled exhibits nonlinearities. Since a wide

range of nonlinear behaviours can be described by these models, Maner et al. (Maner et al.,

1996) introduced a control methodology based on second-order Volterra-series models. They

demonstrated that improved control performance was obtained over linear model predictive

controllers in both single input single output (SISO) isothermal reactor, and a multivariable

large reactor control experiment. A current-dependent model based on Volterra-series was

developed by Mastromauro et al. (Mastromauro, Liserre, and Dell’Aquila, 2008) for inves-

tigating the effects of nonlinear inductance on the performance of current controllers. The

mitigation capability of the proposed controllers was justified by the Volterra-series models.

To solve the boundary control of nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations (PDEs),

Vazquez and Krstic (Vazquez and Krstic, 2008a; Vazquez and Krstic, 2008b) proposed a

stabilizing control framework which applied spatial Volterra series to a stable linear PDE

transformation and a feedback law. Their work illustrated that the inverse of the transforma-

tion can be represented by explicit construction and is at least locally feasible. The thermal

features of a greenhouse exhibit strong nonlinearities. Gruber et al. (Gruber et al., 2011)

presented a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) scheme based on a second-order

Volterra-series model for greenhouse temperature control. The proposed NMPC was shown

to be able to regulate the greenhouse temperature in simulation, and an adequate control per-

formance was also observed in a real greenhouse test. For safety and performance reasons,

Gruber et al. (Gruber, Bordons, and Oliva, 2012) designed a nonlinear model predictive con-

troller for regulating the oxygen flow rate in a polymer electrolyte membrane or proton ex-

change membrane fuel cells. The NMPC was based on a second-order Volterra-series model.

Compared with linear MPC and a built-in controller, the proposed NMPC provided better

control performance without high computational requirements. Li et al. (Li, Qi, and Yu,

2009) constructed a spatiotemporal Volterra-series model with a set of associated spatiotem-

poral kernels for representing unknown nonlinear distributed parameter systems (DPS). In

the simulation, the Volterra-based models generated were simple and of low dimensionality,

which justified its effectiveness and feasibility for further applications, such as control and

prediction of the DPS. A nonlinear Min–Max model predictive controller (MMMPC) based

on a second-order Volterra-series model (Gruber et al., 2013) was proposed for achieving an

optimal control sequence by optimizing user-defined objective functions. The effectiveness

of the proposed MMMPC was demonstrated in a continuous stirred tank reactor experiment.
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Kumar and Budman (Kumar and Budman, 2014) developed a robust nonlinear model

predictive controller based on Volterra series. The uncertainty in the Volterra series coeffi-

cients is expressed by polynomial chaos expansions (PCE). In a pH-neutralization process

simulation, the proposed PCE-based NMPC provided better control performance with lower

computational cost compared with another robust controller and a non-robust controller.

The Volterra-series models are universal approximators in nonlinear system identifica-

tion. The model structure requires no prior assumption. Due to its linear-in-parameters na-

ture, model parameters can be identified using the least squares method. Therefore, Volterra

series is a straightforward tool to research nonlinear system identification problems. How-

ever, some challenging research issues still exist. The core to Volterra-series modelling in

nonlinear system identification is the identification of its kernel functions. Typically, a large

number of parameters in its kernel functions needs to be identified to describe a nonlinear

system adequately so estimation of the elevated number of kernel parameters impairs the

efficiency of Volterra-series kernel function identification. Additionally, the convergence of

Volterra series is still an open question, which imposes a big challenge in Volterra-based

modelling (Cheng et al., 2017).

2.3.3 Hammerstein Model for System Identification and Predictive Control

A typical Hammerstein model consists of a static nonlinear model followed by a dynamic

linear block, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

FIGURE 2.6: Hammerstein model structure.

In the Hammerstein model structure in Figure 2.6, uk is the nonlinear block input, vk

is linear block input and yk is linear block output. In the most typical case, the linear dy-

namic part is identified with classical statistical models, (i.e. finite impulse response (FIR)

or infinite impulse response (IIR) models) and the nonlinear part uses polynomials with low

order (n <= 3) (Jeraj and Mathews, 2006; Voros, 1999; Sbeity et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2008;

Jeraj, Mathews, and Dubow, 2002; Costa, Lagrange, and Arliaud, 2003; Tingqi, Changlu,

and Wenjiang, 2000; Ralston and Zoubir, 1995; Gotmare, Patidar, and George, 2015). In this
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kind of cascade model, the approximation process is flexible and simple to use. However,

in this approach, an accurate approximation of complex nonlinearities is more likely to be

obtained with high polynomial order (Ławryńczuk, 2013). This increases the difficulty of

identification and oscillatory interpolation. Neural networks (Ławryńczuk, 2014) have also

been employed to implement the static part of a Hammerstein model, but the training process

of determining appropriate structure and parameters is not easy. A static nonlinear model

approximated with a support vector machine (SVM) (Ławryńczuk, 2013) helped to build a

computationally efficient nonlinear MPC algorithm. Unfortunately, the model was criticized

for lack of spareness since it consists of a large number of support vectors and parameters. In

addition to those memoryless techniques, dynamic polynomial nonlinear models have also

been analyzed for approximating the nonlinear part of Hammerstein models. For instance,

truncated Volterra-series models have been widely used for nonlinear system representations

and can be employed for the nonlinear part in a Hammerstein model (Mete, Ozer, and Zorlu,

2016; Ozer, Zorlu, and Mete, 2016).

Being able to capture both linear and nonlinear features, Hammerstein models have been

widely applied for approximating a large number of real-world processes, such as a binary

distillation column (Fruzzetti, Palazoğlu, and McDonald, 1997), a pH neutralization process

(Du, Song, and Li, 2009), a continuous stirred tank reactor (Menold, Allgöwer, and Pearson,

1997), a solid oxide fuel cell (Huo et al., 2008), a stretch reflex process (Jalaleddini and

Kearney, 2013), a turntable servo system (Zhang, Wang, and Li, 2016), and so on.

Besides, in terms of control, various MPC schemes have been proposed for nonlinear

dynamic processes modelled by Hammerstein models. The problem of how to deal with the

static nonlinearity for optimizing control laws is the main research topic. Sentoni et al. (Sen-

toni et al., 1996) applied a Hammerstein model to an MPC controller directly with the con-

trol law designed by solving a complex non-convex nonlinear optimization problem. Better

control performance was observed by taking the nonlinearity into account through the poly-

topic description (Bloemen, Boom, and Verbruggen, 2000; Bloemen, Boom, and Verbruggen,

2001). Recently, the most commonly used control strategy for Hammerstein models is the

nonlinearity inversion-based MPC algorithm which consists of a linear controller followed

by the inversion of the input nonlinearity (Zhang, Chin, and Ławryńczuk, 2018; Fruzzetti,

Palazoğlu, and McDonald, 1997; Patwardhan, Lakshminarayanan, and Shah, 1998; Chan

and Bao, 2007). All of the inversion-based algorithms assume that the nonlinear process is
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ivertable. However, in practice, the nonlinearity of systems is not always invertible or well-

conditioned. In this circumstance, inversion may cause numerical problems for MPC using

Hammerstein models. Therefore, more robust system identification methods are required to

form a reliable basis for further MPC.

2.3.4 Gaussian Process Models for System Identification and Predictive Con-

trol

When the nonlinear dynamic process under research is seen from a statistical perspective,

Gaussian process models are commonly used techniques for system modelling. A Gaussian

process model is a probabilistic, non-parametric black-box model.

Unlike other approaches, it does not approximate systems by optimizing the parameters

of the pre-specified functions but rather learn the underlying dynamics among available mea-

surements. The output of a Gaussian process model is a normal distribution represented by

mean and covariance functions. Additionally, prediction uncertainties are also expressed by

Gaussian process models. All the information provided by Gaussian process models can be

efficiently utilized for stochastic MPC design.

Mathematically, a Gaussian process is a set of random variables which have a joint multi-

variate Gaussian distribution (Kocijan et al., 2004). Given the input x and output y, and their

relationship y= f (x), we have y1,y2, ...,yn∼N (0,∑), where ∑pq =Cov(yp,yq) =C(xp,xq)

calculates the covariance between output points corresponding to input points xp and xq. The

mean µ(x) is usually set to zero. The covariance function C(xp,xq) evaluates the covariance

between pairs of random variables. It is also referred to as the kernel. Only those functions

that produce a positive definite covariance matrix can be used as kernels. A common choice

is the squared exponential function (Kocijan et al., 2004)

C(xp,xq) = v1 exp[−1
2

D

∑
d=1

wd(xd
p− xd

q)
2]+ v0 (2.8)

where w1, ...wD,v0,v1 are the hyperparameters of the covariance functions and D the input

dimension. The w parameters are calculated based on the available measurement data. For

more kernel options, readers can refer to (Rasmussen, 1997).

Given a training dataset which contains a set of N D-dimensional input vectors X =

[x1,x2, ...,xN ] and its corresponding outputs y = [y1,y2, ...,yN ]T , the distribution of the output
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y∗ of a new D-dimensional input vector x∗ can be obtained. Similarly, the distribution of the

new output is also shown to have a Gaussian distribution with mean and variance (Kocijan

et al., 2004) estimated by

µ(x∗) = k(x∗)T K−1y (2.9)

σ
2(x∗) = k(x∗)−k(x∗)T K−1k(x∗)+ v0 (2.10)

where k(x∗) = [C(x1,x∗), ...,C(xN ,x∗)]T is the vector of covariances between the test and

training cases. K is the covariance matrix based on training set X, and the k(x∗) =C(x∗,x∗)

is the covariance of the new input itself.

When Gaussian process models are applied to nonlinear dynamic system identification

problems, delayed input and output signals serve as regressors. For more details of Gaussian

process models, one can refer to the book (Kocijan, 2016b).

A Gaussian process based MPC scheme for nonlinear dynamic systems was first intro-

duced by Kocijan et al. (Kocijan et al., 2004). The results show that Gaussian process

models offer an attractive possibility for MPC that generates a controller with a higher level

of robustness due to information contained in the model. Latter, Grancharova et al. (Gran-

charova, Kocijan, and Johansen, 2007) proposed an approximate multi-parametric nonlinear

programming approach for explicit solution of stochastic NMPC problems based on Gaus-

sian process models. The algorithm develops an orthogonal search tree structure of the state

space partition and consists in constructing a feasible piece-wise linear approximation to the

optimal control sequence. Based on a Gaussian process regression framework, Klenske et

al. introduced a locally periodic covariance function to shape the hypothesis space (Klenske

et al., 2016). The forecasts calculated from the Gaussian process model are then fed into the

MPC framework to correct the external errors. Recently, Cao et al. (Cao, Lai, and Alam,

2016b) proposed an MPC methodology based on the probabilistic Gaussian Process models

and demonstrated its effectiveness on a simulated linear time-varying system. A Gaussian

process model based MPC was used for designing appropriate quadrotor controllers (Cao,

Lai, and Alam, 2016a). Two Gaussian process models based approaches (Cao, Lai, and

Alam, 2017) were then applied to two trajectory tracking problems. Results show that both

of them produced effective control.
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When Gaussian models are used for system identification, some disadvantages also need

to be considered: during the training process, calculating the determinant of a large matrix

seems to be a big problem with Gaussian process. Additionally, the approximation accuracy

of Gaussian process models relies on the training data and the selection of covariance function

with hyperparameters, which is problem dependent (Kocijan, 2016a).

2.3.5 Summary

For solving nonlinear system identification and MPC problems, some competing techniques

to GP, such as ANNs, Hammerstein models and Gaussian process models, are widely adopted

for approximating real-world systems. Each of them has their own advantages and disadvan-

tages.

ANNs are the most frequently used pattern-recognition approach. They are able to learn

and model non-linear and complex relationships between system inputs and outputs. When

ANNs are used for system identification, they do not impose any restrictions on input and

residual distributions. Benefitting from those advantages, ANNs have been succesfully used

for dealing with a range of materials and structural engineering problems (Guzelbey, Cevik,

and Gögüş, 2006; Guzelbey, Cevik, and Erklig, 2006; Gandomi and Alavi, 2011; Guven,

2011; Pala, 2006). On the other hand, it is also important that we are aware of the disad-

vantages of ANNs. ANNs do not usually produce a definite function to describe the explicit

relationships between inputs and outputs. They are mostly utilized as a part of a computer

program, thus it is hard to further assess the behavior on many engineering problems. The

structure of ANNs (i.e., the number of hidden layers, transfer functions) needs to be pre-

defined, but there is no universal rule for determining the structure of ANNs. Appropriate

model structures for complex systems are usually decided by experts through trial and error,

which is laborious and time-consuming. Stanley and Miikkulainen (Stanley and Miikku-

lainen, 2002) pointed out that this difficulty can be alleviate by using NEAT method.

Volterra series is a direct generalisation of the linear convolution integral (Billings, 2013).

Practically, Volterra-based models can be obtained straightforwardly from the measurement

data without prior consideration of model structure. Being able to describe nonlinearities

of various processes, Volterra-series models are extensively researched in a range of nonlin-

ear system identification problems. However, the identification of Volterra kernel function is
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difficult due to the evaluation of a large number of kernel parameters. In addition, the conver-

gence of Volterra series remains a challenging problem. There is no universal technique that

can accurately specify the interval of convergence of Volterra series representation, which

deteriorates the efficiency of empirical modelling based on Volterra-series models.

Hammerstein models are formed by the cascade of linear and nonlinear models. Being

able to represent both linear and nonlinear characteristics, Hammerstein models have been

widely used for modelling practical processes, such as heat exchangers, electric drives, ther-

mal microsystem, sticky control valves, magneto dampers (Mete, Ozer, and Zorlu, 2016).

The linear part of a Hammerstein model is usually identified by classical statistical models.

However, the determination of the nonlinear part is not easy. For instance, in the most typical

case, polynomials are used to capture the nonlinearity of a system, but an accurate nonlin-

ear approximation often requires a complex high polynomial order. Other commonly used

techniques, such as ANNs, SVM and Volterra-series models, have their own issues (like the

selection of model structure, the determination of model parameters) that need to be carefully

addressed in modelling complex engineering systems.

Gaussian process models approximate systems from a statistical perspective. As an em-

pirical modelling tool, Gaussian process models have an advantage that only the covariance

function and the regressors of the model need to be selected. Moreover, Gaussian process

models allow the incorporation of prior knowledge, which is helpful in improving the model

accuracy. Besides, there are fewer parameters required to be optimized in Gaussian pro-

cess models compared with other other black-box modelling techniques. Nevertheless, some

disadvantages also need to be addressed when using Gaussian process models for identify-

ing complex systems. The computational complexity of optimization grows with amount of

data and number of regressors. In addition, the performance of Gaussian process models is

sensitive to the training data and the covariance functions selected.

Consequently, complex engineering system identification calls for robust computing tech-

niques. GP has been receiving a considerable amount of attention, both as an identification

tool and as a controller. There are several main supporting reasons for this trend. First,

benefitting from the fact that a function set in GP can include various linear and nonlinear

functional nodes, GP has the ability to capture both linear and nonlinear features of systems

from data. Second, GP does not make any prior assumptions about the distribution of mea-

sured data, which makes GP flexible and simple to use. Third, GP is able to automatically
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optimize both model structure and appropriate parameters of a model at the same time. It

produces explicit approximating functions without assuming a prior form of the existing re-

lationships between inputs and outputs. This implies that the model structure is to a large

extent determined by the data. Additionally, incorporating a multi-objective optimization

scheme, GP is able to solve complex system identification problems with multiple and often

conflicting criteria optimized separately and simultaneously. Therefore, in this thesis, GP

is selected and the performance of GP on system identification and control applications is

investigated.
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Chapter 3

Symbolic Regression System

Identification Using Genetic

Programming

A series of experiments that use semantic-based local search within a MOGP framework are

reported in this section. We compare various ways of selecting target subtrees for local search

as well as different methods for performing that search; we have also made comparison with

the RDO of Pawlak et al. using statistical hypothesis testing. We find that a standard steady

state or generational GP followed by a carefully-designed single-objective GP implementing

semantic-based local search produces models that are more accurate and with statistically

smaller (or equal) tree size than those generated by the corresponding baseline GP algorithms.

The depth fair selection strategy of Ito et al. is found to perform best compared with other

subtree selection methods in the model refinement.

3.1 Author’s Contribution

1. A set of semantic-based local search algorithm within a multiobjective GP framework

were proposed. The performance of these semantic-aware combinatorial methods was

evaluated and compared over a series of benchmark regression functions.

2. Considering the issue of model complexity control, the proposed local search methods

were designed with size restriction to prevent tree growth.
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3. Unlike the common local search way to optimize models by fine-tuning model pa-

rameters or node functions, this work improved model accuracy by modifying tree

morphologies, which are comparatively little explored in the literature.

4. The proposed semantically-aware local search is proven to be able to evolve GP trees

with statistically better generalization performance and smaller tree sizes than a variant

of GP which was proposed recently and exhibited powerful search ability using RDO

as genetic operator (Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015).

5. By analyzing the influence of various local search methods, Ito’s depth fair selection

method outperforms others. Ito’s depth fair selection method optimize GP trees by

more frequently tuning subtrees closer to the root node.

6. In addition, the performance of GP using RDO as a genetic operator and local search

operator in steady state and generational multi-objective GP was studied and analyzed.

3.2 Introduction

It is well established that GP exhibits good performance on the empirical modelling of com-

plex systems (Poli, Langdon, and McPhee, 2008). Nonetheless, traditional GP still has the

limitation that since it acts at the syntactic level, a small syntactic modification can produce

a dramatic change in program fitness, which can harm search efficiency.

To address these issues, the integration of local search into GP has attracted significant

attention (Iba, Garis, and Sato, 1994; Topchy and Punch, 2001). At a wider level, the

hybridization of population-based global search with heuristic local search – often termed

a memetic algorithm (Moscato, 1989) – has achieved notable successes (Neri, Cotta, and

Moscato, 2012) although remains comparatively little used in GP. Typically, existing GP

memetic algorithms may include hill climbing local search over the coefficients or the model

structures of the GP solutions.

In GP, semantics usually refers to the vector of output values a program produces over the

training data (Vanneschi, Castelli, and Silva, 2014) and has been the subject of much recent

research. Experimental results to date suggest that awareness of semantics is a great help both

in maintaining population diversity and improving search power. Among these approaches,

semantic-based local search methods (Ffrancon and Schoenauer, 2015; Vanneschi, Castelli,
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and Silva, 2014) have exhibited promising performance. Based on semantics, Pawlak et al.

(Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015) have implemented a novel genetic operator RDO,

which decomposes the search task into a series of subtasks. By backpropagating the de-

sired semantics to individual subtrees, the fitness of a solution can be improved by seeking

to replace a selected subtree with a subtree better matching the desired semantics. Since re-

placement subtrees are selected from a (pre-computed) library, it is unclear whether RDO is

a local search method or a (global) crossover method as claimed in (Pawlak, Wieloch, and

Krawiec, 2015); clarifying this question is a part of the motivation for the present work.

Local search inevitably adds to the computational burden and runtime of GP, which seem-

ingly makes many practitioners wary of local search-based approaches. For this reason, we

have restricted the present work to local search – where employed – for tuning the solutions

at the end of a conventional GP run. We believe this approach thus closely fits with the con-

ventional memetic algorithm formulation (Moscato, 1989) (although some may argue that in

a memetic algorithm, the local search would be embedded within the global search). The

principal contribution of this section is an investigation of the performance of GP approaches

when supplemented by semantically-aware local search methods. In particular, this work

extends consideration of the effectiveness of local search to a MOGP framework since this

explicitly trades off goodness-of-fit against model complexity, a key requirement in the em-

pirical modelling of data (Cherkassky and Mulier, 2007; Le et al., 2016). For the reasons

stated in the preceding paragraph, we also make comparison with the RDO approach. We

specifically constrain the scope of this work to local search methods that modify the mor-

phologies of the GP trees rather than approaches described in Section 3.3 that fine-tune node

functionality. Local search methods that change the tree morphologies are comparatively

little explored.

3.3 Related Work

3.3.1 Semantically-Aware Methods in GP

The study of semantics in GP has been an active topic since the term was first proposed by

McPhee et al. (McPhee, Ohs, and Hutchison, 2008). As an evolutionary method, GP faces the

issue that the ‘shapes’ of initial trees can be rapidly lost within a few generations. Tradition-

ally, a diverse initial population, which plays an important role in a successful GP run, has
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usually been obtained with the ramped half-and-half method (Koza, 1992) – diversity here

has to be interpreted at the syntactic level. Beadle (Beadle, 2009) proposed a semantically-

driven initialization algorithm to produce a diverse initial population at the phenotypic level.

Compared to the ramped half-and-half method, increased semantic diversity seems to have a

positive effect on GP search efficiency. Jackson (Jackson, 2010), however, pointed out that

it is not sufficient to ensure semantic diversity only in the initialization stage since a lack

of semantic diversity diminishes the exploratory power of GP over the whole run. This au-

thor concluded that measures to promote syntactic diversity produced few gains, but those

designed to produce semantic diversity generated a noticeable performance improvement.

Based on the evaluation of behavioral changes caused by structural modification as a result

of mutation, Beadle and Johnson (Beadle and Johnson, 2009) proposed a semantically-driven

mutation operator to prevent the creation of new offspring with equivalent performance to that

of their parents.

Locality in GP (Galván-López, O’Neill, and Brabazon, 2009) measures the effect of a

genotypical change on the phenotype, which is a crucial prerequisite to prevent evolutionary

algorithms from behaving as pure random search. Uy et al. (Uy et al., 2010) compared the

roles of syntactic and semantic localities of crossover in GP, and pointed out that improving

syntactic locality reduced tree size and produced a slight improvement in model generaliza-

tion. In contrast, improving semantic locality was more effective in reducing tree size and

improving model generalization. These authors also proposed a number of semantic-based

crossover and mutation operators.

Krawiec et al. (Krawiec and Lichocki, 2009) proposed the approximately geometric

crossover, which combined a geometric crossover operator with semantic backpropagation.

The semantics were used for guiding the crossover operation during evolution; these op-

erators were further generalized in (Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015). The recently-

proposed RDO and approximately geometric semantic crossover (AGX) operator use seman-

tic backpropagation to identify intermediate subtasks during the evolution process, and then

solve these using an exhaustive search method. When compared with other semantic-aware

operators and standard genetic operators, RDO and AGX were shown to exhibit improved

performance on a series of symbolic regression and boolean benchmark problems. Though

generating promising performance, a major weak point of these algorithms is that the child

solutions are typically larger than their parents, which may lead to unacceptably slow fitness
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evaluations after a few generations. In this thesis, we adopt the semantic backpropagation

strategy of (Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015) for producing the desired output vectors

of subtrees to serve as a basis for selecting better-performing replacements.

Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming (GSGP) has aroused the interest of an in-

creasing number of researchers. Moraglio et al. (Moraglio, Krawiec, and Johnson, 2012)

introduced a novel set of semantically-aware genetic operators to search the underlying se-

mantic space directly. GSGP, however, has a major shortcoming in that the size of the indi-

viduals grows exponentially during the evolution, which makes it impractical for complex,

real-life applications. Vanneschi et al. (Vanneschi et al., 2013) overcome this limitation by

introducing new, efficient geometric semantic operators. Castelli et al. (Castelli, Silva, and

Vanneschi, 2015) proposed geometric semantic genetic operators that enabled them to solve

complex, real-world problems efficiently. Moreover, Ruberto et al. (Ruberto et al., 2014)

presented a new GP framework by introducing two concepts: optimally aligned, or optimally

coplanar, individuals, which outperformed the standard GSGP. Nevertheless, Ruberto et al.

omitted problems for which they were unable to find aligned or coplanar individuals and

the generalization to unseen data was not clear. Gonçalves et al. (Gonçalves et al., 2016)

addressed these questions by using a geometric semantic hill climber to explore the search

space.

This work provided a new insight into the relationship between program syntax and se-

mantics, and allows for the principled, formal design of semantic operators for various prob-

lems.

3.3.2 Local Search in GP

The combination of local search and evolutionary global search (Giraud-Carrier, 2002;

Gruau and Whitley, 1993) has been widely studied and shown to be a powerful strategy

for improving search efficiency although this is less commonly employed in GP. Local hill

climbing has been integrated into GP either for tuning numerical coefficients (Archetti et al.,

2006; Iba, Garis, and Sato, 1994; Krawiec, 2001; Topchy and Punch, 2001; Z-Flores et al.,

2014; Zhang and Smart, 2004), or fine-tuning the model structure (Azad and Ryan, 2014;

Ffrancon and Schoenauer, 2015; Harries and Smith, 1997; Krasnogor, 2004; La Cava et al.,

2015; Majeed, 2007; Wang et al., 2011; Zhang, Gao, and Lou, 2007). Interleaved with global

search, the parameters of solutions in each generation have been optimized via: relabeling
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(Iba, Garis, and Sato, 1994), genetic local search (Krawiec, 2001), gradient descent (Topchy

and Punch, 2001; Zhang and Smart, 2004), and linear scaling (Archetti et al., 2006; Azad

and Ryan, 2014).

Many hill climbing local search methods have been embedded in standard GP for model

structure optimization. Harries and Smith (Harries and Smith, 1997) proposed a non-evolution

based GP with several genetic operators to evolve solutions in a hill climbing manner. Later,

a co-evolving memetic algorithm (Krasnogor, 2004) was introduced to produce solutions

for the comparison of protein structures by integrating co-evolving local searches with GP.

Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2011) optimized decision trees using a splitting operator to divide

the whole sample space into subspaces, and then conducted a hill-climbing tuning process.

Zhang et al. (Zhang, Gao, and Lou, 2007) introduced the new crossover operator, called

looseness control crossover, to find good building blocks by continually crossing over se-

lected parents in a hill climbing manner. Looseness values assigned to each link between

adjacent nodes prevent disruption of good building blocks in subsequent operations.

As the traditional crossover operator has often been criticized for being less powerful in

forming good offspring solutions, Majeed (Majeed, 2007) proposed a semantic context-aware

crossover operator for breeding better child solutions with high fitness gain. This operator

identified the best possible crossover point in each selected subtree by examining all possible

contexts in which a subtree can be grafted, finally selecting the site where the highest fitness

is attained.

Azad and Ryan (Azad and Ryan, 2014) proposed a method to tune the internal nodes

of trees one-at-a-time by trying all possible nodes with the same arity, and retaining the

modification if a change of node improved the fitness. Although the method demonstrated

performance improvements, this is an extreme form of local hill climbing that is unable to

modify the ‘shape’ of a tree.

Since it is only able to explore syntactic space, canonical GP is deficient at determining

the (implicit) parameters of a particular program. In order to address this deficiency, Z-

Flores et al. (Z-Flores et al., 2014) developed a Lamarckian memetic GP incorporating a

local search strategy to optimize parameters embedded in the nodes of the GP trees. These

authors concluded that incorporating local search improves convergence and performance

while reducing code growth. As with the work in (Azad and Ryan, 2014), the approach of

Z-Flores et al. does not use local search to modify the functional form (‘shape’) of the tree
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although whether this approach is effective due to also modifying selective pressures within

the population is possible but as yet unexplored. The work in (Z-Flores et al., 2014) was

extended in (Juárez-Smith and Trujillo, 2016) by hybridization with the NEAT method.

For combining the exploration ability of semantic GP and the exploitation ability of local

search, Castelli et al. (Castelli, Trujillo, and Vanneschi, 2015) integrated semantic mutation

operators (Moraglio, Krawiec, and Johnson, 2012) with a local search method for solving a

problem in energy consumption forecasting. This case study resulted in good model accuracy

with a speeded-up search process. In order to accelerate convergence, Castelli et al. (Castelli

et al., 2015) proposed a hybrid algorithm combining GSGP and the above method. The

results show this hybrid method allows the search to converge quickly while also exhibiting

a noteworthy ability to limit overfitting.

Inspired by the RDO algorithm, Ffrancon and Schoenauer (Ffrancon and Schoenauer,

2015) proposed a local tree improvement operator within a standard local search framework

to find the best possible semantic match between all subtrees in a parent tree and all programs

in a pre-constructed library. This semantic-aware method performed well on several boolean

benchmark problems.

La Cava et al. (La Cava et al., 2015) claimed that the performance of stack-based GP

can be improved by embedding local search using epigenetic instructions to specify active

and silent genes. In contrast to tree-based GP, stack-based GP is “syntax-free" and syntactic

validity is guaranteed no matter how the epigenetic instructions change.

Very recently, Trujillo et al. (Trujillo et al., 2017) have argued that local search is nec-

essary to allow GP to reach its full potential; these authors also note that local search seems

comparatively little utilized by the GP community.

3.4 Experimental Methodology

3.4.1 Evolutionary Framework

In the context of empirical modelling using GP, Le et al. (Le et al., 2016) have recently re-

viewed the use of complexity measures, and point out the critical importance of trading off

goodness-of-fit to the training data against model complexity; see also (Nelles, 2001, Chap

7). To explicitly address this trade-off here, we have used a global multiobjective GP for-

mulation in this work with conventional tree-based individuals where the single population
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was sorted according to Pareto dominance. We have employed both the sorting approach and

selection method of Fonseca and Fleming (Fonseca and Fleming, 1998). We have employed

both generational and steady-state evolutionary strategies for ‘global’ search followed – op-

tionally – by local search over the final populations; we make detailed comparisons below.

Experimental details of the basic evolutionary algorithm are shown in Table 3.1. This, we

believe, is a fairly standard configuration except we have used the analytic quotient operator

(Ni, Drieberg, and Rockett, 2013) instead of protected division to avoid near-singularities

in the solutions. We have employed the straightforward complexity measure of tree node

count in our multiobjective formulation since this gives a direct measure of the computational

burden of evaluating a tree. The imposition of evolutionary pressure to reduce node count is

also an effective way of controlling tree bloat.

Using the normal definition of semantics as the indexed output vector of tree responses

over the training data, the semantics of each node within the tree were estimated recursively

and stored when it was evaluated for the first time. The calculation of the desired semantics

starts from the root node and propagates along all paths to all leaves. Since the desired output

of the root node of a tree is known, the desired semantics of each child node in the tree can

be calculated assuming that its siblings have the correct structure. If the backpropagation

process yields multiple possible values, one is chosen arbitrarily; if the value is undefined, it

is ignored in the subsequent calculations of semantic distances between subtrees. See Pawlak

et al. (Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015) for further details.

We have considered the basic evolutionary GP algorithm followed by one of a number

of different local search methods; the aim in each case was to reduce the Euclidean distance

between the subtree’s actual and desired outputs. We investigated a number of strategies

for selecting subtrees for replacement that we detail below. Local search has been restricted

to the final population in order to keep the computation times within practical limits1. In

addition, we also include results from the basic GP without local search as a baseline case.

Since it is a prominent example of semantic-based search, we have also included the

RDO operator (Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015) as a comparator. This method uses a

library of semantically-unique programs, and when a subtree in a parent is selected during

the evolutionary process, a new offspring is generated by replacing the selected subtree with

1Additionally, we have observed that, apart from significantly increasing the computation time, applying
local search to every generation is ineffective because the conventional evolutionary operators of crossover and
mutation are so highly disruptive.
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TABLE 3.1: Evolutionary parameters used in this work

Parameter Value
Population size 100
Initialization method Ramped half-and-half; maximum tree depth = 6
Number of evolutionary generations 222
Function set +, −, ×, Analytic quotient (Ni, Drieberg, and Rockett, 2013)
Terminal set Input variables; constants in 0.1, 0.2..., 0.9
Conventional GP Elitism Top 10 solutions survive
Conventional GP Operators Point crossover + point mutation (tree depth <= 4)
RDO-based GP Elitism None
RDO-based GP Search Operator Static library (maximum tree depth = 4)
Subtree Selection Method Equal node probability OR

Equal depth probability OR
Ito depth-fair selection (Ito, Iba, and Sato, 1998)

the library program exhibiting the closest match to the subtree’s desired semantics. (This

strategy has the disadvantage that growth in the overall size of the parent tree is not explicitly

constrained.) We have used only a static library of trees up to a predefined size limit, precom-

puted before the evolutionary process commences since this has been shown to yield superior

performance to the alternative of a dynamic library (Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015).

Further, we have used more modest library sizes compared to the 100,000 used by Pawlak

et al. because we are concerned with the practical application of the method, and therefore

its runtime; even with a reduced library size of 1,000, the runtime of the RDO-based method

was typically 30 times longer than that of the baseline GP approach. Static libraries were

generated with a maximum tree depth of 4, and an initial library size of 1,000 that was then

reduced by removing semantic duplicates; typically 5% of the library individuals were re-

moved at this stage. Within RDO, we have explored a range of subtree selection approaches

– see Section 3.4.3 for full details. The algorithm settings are shown in Table 3.1.

3.4.2 Local Search Methods

We have applied one of a number of local search approaches to the final population ob-

tained from the baseline GP algorithm. These comprise two key elements: i) the method

for selecting a target subtree upon which local search acts, and ii) the method for generat-

ing a (potentially) better subtree. Local search was applied to every individual in the final

population generated by the baseline GP algorithm. Note that we have not selected a final,

single model for evaluation until after local search was applied to the whole population. See
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Section 3.4.5 below for further details on the numbers of times local search was applied.

3.4.3 Subtree Selection

We have employed three different subtree selection methods in this work.

• Equal Node Probability. Selection where each node in the parent tree is chosen with

equal probability to be the root of the target subtree; algorithms using this subtree

selection method are denoted with a ‘1’.

• Equal Depth Probability where the selection method first chooses a depth value in the

range zero (i.e. the parent’s root node) to the maximum depth of the parent tree, with

uniform probability. At this point, one of the nodes at the selected depth is chosen with

equal probability. Algorithms using this strategy are denoted with a ‘2’.

• Ito’s Depth-fair Selection. Node selection using the depth-fair selection method of Ito

et al. (Ito, Iba, and Sato, 1998). This method is similar to (2) above except that the

probability of selecting a given depth halves for every increase in tree depth (subject

to the usual normalization condition that the sum of depth selection probabilities is

unity). This approach gives nodes at the higher levels of a tree a greater chance of

being selected. Algorithms employing this method are denoted with a ‘3’.

All three methods of subtree selection embody different biases as to how nodes (i.e. target

subtrees) are chosen.

3.4.4 Algorithm Comparisons

Clearly a fundamental objective in this work has been to make fair comparisons between

some quite different algorithms. To compare the baseline generational GP, steady-state GP

and RDO global algorithms is fairly straightforward: we allowed each to run for the same

number of local search tree evaluations. This allows each algorithm to make the same number

of ‘moves’ in its search, leading to a reasonable basis for comparison although we restate

that the runtime of the generational RDO algorithm with subtree selection method ‘1’ above

(GenRDO-1) was typically 30 times longer than for the baseline generational GP (GenGP).

Establishing a fair basis for comparison with the various local search algorithms, however, is

more problematic. We have addressed this by measuring the process time of the GenRDO-1
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algorithm on each benchmark problem, and then limiting the total runtime of one of the local

search-based algorithms that uses generational global search followed by generational GP

local search with Ito depth-fair selection2 to this figure. The total number of tree evaluations

in this algorithm was noted and used as a limit for all the other local search methods. Local

search was continued by cycling over the population, attempting to improve one subtree in

every individual per cycle, until the allowed number of local search tree evaluations was

exhausted. Thus all algorithms were compared on the basis of being allowed equal amounts

of computational ‘effort’ as gaged by numbers of tree evaluations.

3.4.5 Subtree Generation and Replacement

In conjunction with different methods of subtree selection, we have used a number of differ-

ent methods to generate candidate subtrees to use as replacements. In all cases, the objective

was to generate a replacement subtree with semantics more closely matched to the desired

(back-propagated) semantics than those of the original selected subtree:

• Generational GP to Generate New Subtrees. A single objective generational GP was

used to search for a tree better matching the desired semantics; apart from the objec-

tive function and restricting the local search GP to 100 generations, the evolutionary

parameters were as detailed in Table 3.1. A hard limit was placed on the number of

tree nodes in the local search GP. This limit on replacement subtree sizes was set equal

to the node count of the original target tree to be replaced in order to prevent code

growth in the parent. Candidate replacement subtrees were thus, at worst, the same

size as the originals they sought to replace. (This is in quite deliberate contrast to the

RDO operator (Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015), which is ambivalent about code

growth.) If an evolved subtree had a smaller MSE over the semantic target, it was used

to replace the original subtree; otherwise, the parent tree remained unaltered.

• Steady-state GP to Generate New Subtrees. Similarly, a single-objective steady-state

GP with hard limit on replacement subtree sizes was applied for tuning subtrees so as

to better approximate the desired semantics.

2Designated as algorithm ‘GenGP-GenGP-3’ below.
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• Random Generation of New Subtrees. Randomly generating replacement subtrees of

the same or smaller node count than the original target subtree; again, this size restric-

tion was designed to prevent growth of the parent tree. For a given parent tree, one

cycle of local search comprised first selecting a target subtree, and then randomly gen-

erating a sequence of candidate replacement subtrees with randomly-generated node

counts less than or equal to the node count of the target subtree. If a candidate subtree

produced a closer semantic match than the original subtree, it was immediately used

for replacement and the random subtree generation sequence terminated. The number

of attempts at replacing a given subtree was limited to a maximum of 100, and if no

suitable replacement was generated, the subtree was left unchanged. This search pro-

cedure was continued by cycling over the population, attempting to improve a single

selected subtree in each individual, until the limit on the number of tree evaluations

was reached.

• Using RDO as local search operator to Generate New Subtrees. We have also investi-

gated using RDO as a local search method to improve the final population generated

by the baseline global search algorithms – essentially, replacing the local search by

random subtree generation with selection of replacements from an RDO-style static

library. The RDO operator selects a program that exhibits the closest match to the

desired semantics of a selected subtree. We have observed, however, that, when using

RDO as a local search method, search over the static library does not necessarily yield

a candidate replacement subtree with better semantics than the original target subtree.

Consequently, we have employed two different criteria for accepting tree modification

by a subtree identified from the static library: firstly, we always accept a best-matching

candidate subtree (“Best matching subtree”). Second, we only accept a candidate sub-

tree if it both has better-matching semantics to the selected target subtree, and the

modified tree Pareto-dominates the original parent tree, i.e. it achieves a lower MSE

and/or lower node count (“Better matching subtree”). As above, local search cycled

over the population attempting to improve one subtree at each pass.

In what follows, we adopt the naming convention for describing a particular experimental

configuration of:

• Global multiobjective search paradigm either generational(‘Gen’) or steady-state (‘SS’).
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• The global search method, either GP, or RDO.

• Local single-objective search method: generational(‘Gen’) GP, steady-state (‘SS’) GP,

random tree generation (’Ran’), or RDO (‘RDO’).

• The method for selecting the subtree for replacement: equal node probability (‘1’),

equal depth probability (‘2’), or Ito’s depth fair selection (‘3’).

Thus, “SSGP-GenGP-2” indicates a steady-state global GP followed by generational

GP local search using equal depth probability method of subtree selection. “GenGP” and

“SSGP” refer to the baseline global searches with no local search. In addition, for the rea-

sons explained above, we have included two different acceptance strategies when using RDO

as a local search operator: “Best matching subtree” and “Better matching subtree”. These

lead to additional variants, labeled ‘4’, ‘5’ & ‘6’ only for global GP followed by RDO-based

local search.

Summaries of the experiments conducted are shown in Table 3.3 for the methods em-

ploying generational global search, and in Table 3.4 for methods using steady-state global

search.

3.4.6 Test Functions

Although the subject of regression test functions for GP has received detailed considera-

tion (McDermott et al., 2012), we have employed a series of commonly-used benchmark

univariate symbolic regression problems – see Table 3.2 – previously used in the GP litera-

ture. For each function, we generated 250 independent training sets each containing 20 data

uniformly sampled over the domain; the independent test set for each function comprised

10,000 data. The best test MSE obtained from the final population (after any local search

procedures) was taken as a measure of generalization performance, this being equivalent to

the general procedure in single-objective GP.

3.4.7 Statistical Testing

We have made detailed statistical comparisons of the results obtained. Since we cannot make

any distributional assumptions about the results, we have used the nonparametric Friedman

test (Demšar, 2006) under the null hypothesis that all the ranks of the results are drawn from
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TABLE 3.2: Test functions

Problem Function Domain

F1:Automatic French curve (Wahba and Wold, 1975) y = 4.26(exp−x−4exp−2x+3exp−3x) [0...3.25]

F2:Sextic polynomial (Uy et al., 2011) y = x6 + x5 + x4 + x3 + x2 + x [-1...+1]

F3:Uy5 (Uy et al., 2011) y = sinx2× cosx+ 1 [-1...+1]

F4:Uy6 (Uy et al., 2011) y = sinx+ sin (x+ x2) [-1...+1]

F5:Vladislavleva (Vladislavleva, Smits, and Hertog, 2009) y = 8exp−x x3 cosx sinx(cosx sin2 x−1) [0...+10]

F6:Chebyshev polynomial (Ni and Rockett, 2015) y = 3cos (3cos−1 x) [-1...+1]

F7:Scaled sinc function (Ni and Rockett, 2015) y = 5sinx/x (0...+10]

F8:Cubic polynomial (Uy et al., 2011) y = x3 + x2 + x [-1...+1]

F9:Quartic polynomial (Uy et al., 2011) y = x4 + x3 + x2 + x [-1...+1]

F10:Quintic polynomial (Uy et al., 2011) y = x5 + x4 + x3 + x2 + x [-1...+1]

F11:Uy7 (Uy et al., 2011) y = log (x+ 1)+ log (1+ x2) [0...+2]

F12:Uy8 (Uy et al., 2011) y =
√

x [0...+4]

F13:Seventh order polynomial (Ni and Rockett, 2015)
y = 23.7(x+ 0.9)(x−0.9)(x−0.6)(x−0.6)(x+ 0.8)

(x+ 0.4)(x+ 0.3)
[-1...+1]

the same distribution and therefore there is no difference between the varying treatments;

we used the significance level of P <= 0.05 to reject the null hypothesis. When the null

hypothesis of the Friedman test was rejected, we used the Holm-Bonferroni post-hoc cor-

rection (Demšar, 2006) to the significance level in a Wilcoxon signed ranks test (Benavoli,

Corani, and Mangili, 2016; Demšar, 2006) to judge the statistical differences between pairs

of results.

3.5 Results & Discussion

Applying all the optimization approaches detailed in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 over each of the thir-

teen benchmark regression problems F1-13 in Table 3.2, and performing a Friedman test on

the ranks of the best MSEs for all algorithms (treatments) and regression problems (subjects)

indicated, we reach the conclusion that the null hypothesis – that each of the optimiza-

tion approaches produces identical results – can be rejected with P-values < 0.0001. There

is thus strong evidence of differences between the experimental treatments. For obtaining

detailed information on which algorithms are statistically significantly different from each

other, we have carried out a series of pairwise tests using the Wilcoxon signed ranks test with

a Holm-Bonferroni post-hoc analysis to constrain the family-wise error rates for the multiple

comparisons (Demšar, 2006).
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Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show the mean ranks of test errors and tree sizes, respectively aggre-

gated over all benchmark problems and treatments.

As a brief introductory overview, from Table 3.5 it is clear that the best-performing algo-

rithm overall is SSGP-SSGP-3 followed by SSGP-GenGP-3. By contrast, the baseline SSGP

algorithm ranks 8th overall, and the baseline GenGP algorithm 14th. GenRDO-1 is ranked

third along with a number of other algorithms of various configurations. Regarding the sig-

nificance of the grey-shaded cells in this table, there are no statistical differences between any

of the 9th ranked group SSRDO-1 . . . GenGP-Ran-3. On the other hand, there is a difference

between SSRDO-1 and the 10th ranked GenGP-RDO-1, but no difference between GenGP-

RDO-1 and the group SSGP-RDO-1 . . . GenGP-Ran-3. We have highlighted this with the

grey shading in the 10th column opposite the group SSGP-RDO-1 . . . GenGP-Ran-3.

As regards node counts – rankings are shown in Table 3.6 where smaller rank denotes

smaller trees – there is a broad inverse relationship between the rankings on test MSE and

tree size. Algorithms involving steady-state approaches tend to be associated with larger

trees, but tend to have smaller test MSEs. Again in this table, grey-shaded cells denote, for

example, that there is no difference between any of the group SSGP-RDO-4 . . . SSGP-SSGP-

2, and SSGP-GenGP-1.

(In the more detailed discussion that follows, we use the shorthand terms “larger” and

“smaller” in the sense of statistically larger (or smaller) at the 95% confidence level. )

The principal observations that can be drawn from these results are:

3.5.1 Comparison of Generational and Steady-state Global Strategies Without

Local Search

In the absence of any local search, the global steady-state (SSGP) strategy clearly pro-

duces smaller test errors than the corresponding generational strategy (GenGP), with mean

ranks of 19.585 and 31.820, respectively. The generally superior performance of the steady-

state strategy has previously been observed in the context of multiobjective GA by Durillo et

al. (Durillo et al., 2009). The average tree size of the models created by SSGP, however, is

larger than the average tree size for GenGP strategy with mean ranks of 28.698 and 19.803,

respectively. Since we are generally interested in models with smaller test errors and superior

generalization, the results here suggest that, in the absence of local search, the steady-state
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strategy is better than the much more widely used generational strategy, extending the obser-

vations in (Durillo et al., 2009) to another MOEA domain.
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3.5.2 Influence of the Global Search Strategy on the Efficacy of a Given Local

Search Method

Following on from the previous observation, we can examine the influence of the evo-

lutionary global search strategies on local search methods. It is clear from Table 3.5 that

a given local search algorithm following a steady-state global search performs better than

the corresponding algorithm that uses generational GP local search, except for the three

pairs: SSGP-RDO-1 vs. GenGP-RDO-1, SSGP-RDO-2 vs. GenGP-RDO-2, SSGP-RDO-

3 vs. GenGP-RDO-3, between which no statistically significant differences were detected.

(It is noteworthy that all six algorithms in this ‘no difference’ category use RDO as the local

search method; we observe below that RDO does not appear to be particularly good as a

a local search technique. Thus it seems likely that these six algorithms are not representa-

tive results.) Since the starting point for all local search is the final population produced by

the global search strategy, there seems strong evidence that the generally superior popula-

tion produced by the steady-state strategy facilitates more productive local search, regardless

of the local search algorithm employed. It seems logical that starting from a ‘better initial

position’ will help the subsequent local search to find superior solutions.

At the same time, comparing the average tree sizes generated by the various algorithms,

the trees generated by generational global search are statistically smaller on a like-for-like

basis than those created by a steady-state GP, again except for the three pairings listed above

for which no statistically significant differences can be detected. As pointed out above, how-

ever, if presented with this trade-off, most practitioners would favour the methods yielding

the smaller generalization errors.

3.5.3 Comparing RDO in Generational and Steady-state Global Strategies

Algorithms using RDO as the genetic operator exhibit different performances when used

with generational compared to steady-state evolutionary strategies. Compared to the base-

line GenGP, the RDO genetic operator used in a generational strategy yields performances

that range from the seventh best performer (GenRDO-1) via a middle-ranking performer

(GenRDO-2) to rapid deterioration to one of the worst algorithms (GenRDO-3). GenRDO-3

performs even worse than the baseline GenGP due to the fact that the population in these runs

invariably collapsed to a single or small number of identical individuals, thereby dramatically

damaging the searching ability of the algorithm due to lack of diversity.
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• The Role of Evolutionary Strategy with Global RDO

The general performance of RDO as a search operator in a steady-state strategy, how-

ever, shows a great difference. The average test errors of all the SSRDO algorithms

are statistically worse than those of the baseline SSGP. The inference is that subtree

replacement from the randomly-initialized static library harms the search efficiency of

a steady-state GP. A possible reason for this might be that the RDO operator, which

replaces selected subtrees with specific randomly-generated library programs, induces

significant disruption during a steady-state evolution process. The evolution process of

a generational GP is itself highly disruptive since the majority of chromosomes in each

new generation are produced through crossover operations; in this circumstance, the

RDO operator appears to improve the search efficiency and generates more accurate

trees than the baseline GenGP. The steady-state strategy, however, relies on a continual

advancement towards the Pareto front that RDO seems to repeatedly disrupt leading to

poor overall search performance.

• The Role of Subtree Selection Strategy with Global RDO

From the perspective of the subtree selection approach used with RDO, for both gen-

erational and steady-state strategies, algorithms selecting subtrees with equal node

probability generate more accurate models than those using the equal depth selection

method. Ito’s depth fair subtree selection method produces the worst results. This sug-

gests that the performance of the RDO operator is sensitive to the method of selecting

subtrees.

3.5.4 The Role of the Generational and Steady-state Strategies for Local Search

From Table 3.5, clearly the SSGP-SSGP-3 is the best performer among all the algorithms.

Unlike the previous observation that the global search ability of a steady-state GP is always

better than a generational GP, when GP is used as a local search operator, the steady-state GP

does not exhibit any consistent advantage over the generational GP.

When compared by subtree selection methods, however, algorithms using Ito’s depth fair

method produce the most accurate models. Algorithms selecting subtrees with equal node

probabilities are ranked lowest among all the GP-based local search algorithms. This sug-

gests that a subtree with a shorter path to the root node of its parent tree is likely to be more
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influential on the entire tree in the overall evaluation; this conclusion is consistent with a hy-

pothesis proposed by Igel et al. (Igel and Chellapilla, 1999). To verify this, we investigated

the relationships between success rate and MSE reduction with the normalized depth of se-

lected subtrees. The normalized depth of each subtree is calculated by dividing the depth of

a selected subtree from the root node by the full depth of the whole tree. All the selected

samples were divided into ten groups according to their normalized depth with increments

of 0.1. A illustrative group of five of the above thirteen benchmark functions were used, and

the corresponding graphs of the relationships between successful subtree replacement rate

(Figure 3.1) and MSE reduction (Figure 3.2) with normalized depth of selected subtrees.

From the graphs in Figure 3.1, the success rates are roughly constant with increasing

normalized depth values, which shows that subtrees of different normalized depths have

almost identical probabilities of being successfully replaced. This suggests that the good

performance of algorithms using Ito’s depth fair subtree selection method is not caused by

more frequent modification of subtrees near the root node of a GP tree. From the graphs

in Figure 3.2, an inverse relationship between the magnitudes of MSE reduction with the

normalized depth of selected subtrees can be observed. This implies that a more efficient

optimization of GP trees can be achieved by selecting subtrees with shorter path to the root

node. In other words, an improvement of subtrees near the root node is more likely to have a

larger beneficial effect on the whole tree. We consider this the main reason that causes good

performances of algorithms using Ito’s depth fair selection method.

3.5.5 Influence of the Number of Cycles of Local Search

Whether it is possible to achieve comparable results with fewer generations of global GP

search and/or less effort on the local search is of great practical interest. Taking the best

performing SSGP-SSGP-3 algorithm as an example, we conducted an experiment to further

explore the balance between these factors. Typically, the CPU runtime of one local search

cycle over all the trees in a final population takes ∼12 seconds (on a given computer), which

is far longer than that of the baseline steady-state global search (SSGP) lasting ∼4 seconds.

Thus by far the greatest proportion of the computational effort is spent on the local search

process. The influence of the numbers of local search cycles on the model accuracy is pre-

sented for five representative test functions Figure 3.3.
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A B

C D

E

FIGURE 3.1: Relationship between successful replacement rate with nor-
malized subtree depth over five benchmark functions.
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A B

C D

E

FIGURE 3.2: Relationship between MSE reduction with normalized subtree
depth over five benchmark functions.
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FIGURE 3.3: Relationship between test MSE and the number of local search
cycles of SSGP-SSGP-3 over five benchmark functions; the number follow-
ing ‘LSCycle’ denotes the number of local search cycles in the local search

process.
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From Figure3.3, it is clear that the test error reduces with increasing numbers of local

search cycles. This reduction, however, slows significantly after 2 or 3 cycles of local search.

In a sense, this is very welcome since local search is so time consuming – it appears that only

a little local search is needed beyond which the benefits diminish rapidly.

3.5.6 Influence of Local Search on Expected Tree Sizes

Considering the tree size comparisons in Table 3.6, all the evolutionary local-search methods

based on either steady-state or generational global search produce trees that are either smaller

or statistically the same size as the trees produced by their corresponding baseline algorithms.

Thus, for example, local search following SSGP tends to produce smaller trees than SSGP

without local search.

Intriguingly, the observation that local search tends to reduce tree sizes seems counterin-

tuitive given that the local search methods were designed only to prevent code growth, not to

produce more parsimonious structures – see Section 3.4.5.

For a given parent tree in the final population, we observed that local GP search almost

invariably reduced the size of the tree – namely, GP local search seems effective at finding

smaller trees better matched to the desired backpropagated subtree semantics. Now the final

population generated by the baseline algorithm comprises an (approximation to) the Pareto

set of equivalent solutions ranging from underfitted solutions with high training MSE/few

nodes through to overfitted solutions with small training MSE/large numbers of nodes; as

a rough rule, the solution yielding the best test MSE tends to lie around the middle of the

Pareto front. Although it tends to shrink the size of the trees, we observe that local GP search

rarely improves the test error of the best-performing individual produced by the baseline

GP such that it continues to be the best-performing individual after local search terminates.

Rather, one of the overfitted individuals tends to be modified in the local search procedure

and is promoted to having a better test error than the best individual produced by the global

search method. This reinforces the approach of applying local search to the whole of the

final population of the global search algorithm rather then just the best-performing individual

produced by the global algorithm. Recently, Trujillo et al. (Trujillo et al., 2017) have made

a similar observation for local search in the context of single-objective GP. More generally,
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the same sort of phenomenon has been previously seen in decision trees, which are typically

trained to overfitting and then heuristically pruned to improve generalization (Quinlan, 1993).

3.5.7 Performance of Random Subtree Generation as a Local Search Operator

The overall performances of the algorithms that use random tree search is variable. The

SSGP-Ran-1,2,3 algorithms are all 4th ranked for MSE whereas the performances of GenGP-

Ran-1,2,3 are more varied: the first two are better than SSGP, the last worse than SSGP but on

a par with GenGP-GenGP-1,2 and GenGP-SSGP-1. The superior performance of the random

subtree replacement algorithms that use SSGP as a global search algorithm is presumably

connected to the general superiority of the steady-state strategy in global search.

Superficially, at least, there appears a similarity between local search by randomly gen-

erating replacement subtrees (the GenGP-Ran-1 . . . GenGP-Ran-3 family of algorithms) and

the RDO method. RDO constructs a large library of randomly-generated subtrees from which

one is chosen to replace a target subtree in the parent. This generation-by-lookup table pro-

cess could be viewed as an alternative way of randomly generating a subtree. GenRDO-1,

however, is statistically better than random search implying this approach is not equivalent

to random local search following global GP; at this point, nonetheless, we sound a note of

caution about the size effect observed here. The reason for the apparent superiority of RDO-

based methods is not completely clear and will be the subject of future work.

3.5.8 The Performance of RDO as a Local Search Operator

We have also investigated using RDO as a local search method (SS/Gen-RDO-1 to SS/Gen-

RDO-6) to improve the final population generated by the baseline SS/GenGP algorithms –

essentially, replacing the local search by random subtree generation with selection of replace-

ments from an RDO-style static library. Again, superficially, these could be seen as equiva-

lent processes. The results of using RDO for local search were overwhelmingly negative with

little improvement in the population generated by the corresponding global SS/GenGP algo-

rithm. We conclude, therefore, that RDO functions poorly as a local search method although

clearly performs well as a genetic operator (in the generational strategy). Its superficial re-

semblance to a random local search operator would thus appear coincidental.
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3.5.9 RDO Compared to Global GP + GP Local Search

One of the principal findings of this work is that using GP as a local search procedure is

able to produce generalization performance that is better than the state-of-the-art GenRDO

approach, and does so using trees of significantly smaller sizes; this observation applies to

all of the thirteen test functions considered. To take a typical example, GenRDO-1 with

the French curve function produced best test-error tree sizes in the range 29 to 723 with an

average of 196. The SSGP-SSGP-3 algorithm, on the other hand, yielded trees of 23 to 467

nodes with an average of 135. We believe this results from the careful implementation of the

GP local search method to avoid code growth – see Section 3.4.5.

The RDO genetic operator exhibits good search ability in a generational strategy, but

with a steady-state strategy, the RDO operator performs even worse than the baseline SSGP

algorithm. This implies the RDO search operator is sensitive to the evolutionary strategy.

Moreover, the rapid performance deterioration from GenRDO-1 to GenRDO-3 indicates the

RDO genetic operator is also sensitive to the subtree selection method. This is a disappointing

characteristic of RDO since evolutionary methods are generally considered to be very robust

to sub-optimal choices of parameters, etc. This robustness does not appear to extend to the

RDO approach. On the contrary, GP local search appears much less sensitive than RDO to a

different choice of subtree selection method. The use of Ito’s method that prefers selecting

target subtrees near the root node seems to encourage model generalization of the entire tree.

3.5.10 Computational Complexity Resulting from Different Local Search Strate-

gies

We have also considered the additional computation resulting from various local search meth-

ods. Taking the French curve function as as example, and experiments run on a computer

with a 3.40 GHz processor. The average CPU runtime for the baseline GenGP is around 0.68

seconds, and for the baseline SSGP around 3.83 seconds. Table 3.7 lists the average CPU run-

time cost for one cycle of refinement using various local search methods. From this table, it is

clear that the most time-consuming local search is SSGP-3 that also produces the most accu-

rate models. Local search algorithms using RDO turn out to be the least time-consuming, but

provide minimal improvement to (and are sometimes worse than) the corresponding baseline

GP. Clearly, the SSGP local search strategies consume more time than their corresponding
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GenGP methods. For both SSGP and GenGP local search, one cycle of optimization of the

final population using Ito’s depth fair subtree selection method takes longer than the equal-

depth selection method, and the equal node subtree selection method the least. Generally,

local search using random subtree generation takes about 7 seconds.

TABLE 3.7: CPU runtimes for one cycle of local search on the French curve
function

Local search algorithm GenGP-1 GenGP-2 GenGP-3 SSGP-1 SSGP-2 SSGP-3
runtime (seconds) 3.483 6.942 14.219 39.150 68.942 95.990
Local search algorithm Ran-1 Ran-2 Ran-3 RDO-1 RDO-2 RDO-3
runtime (seconds) 7.994 6.749 7.112 2.841 2.558 2.539
Local search algorithm RDO-4 RDO-5 RDO-6
runtime (seconds) 2.561 2.599 2.571

3.6 Discussion and Future Work

The work described in the thesis has been deliberately constrained to local search methods

that change the ‘shapes’ of GP trees by altering sub-trees. Successful local search has also

been reported using methods that introduce additional ‘tuning’ parameters into the tree nodes

– for example, (Trujillo et al., 2017). An obvious area for future work is a quantitative com-

parison between these different approaches to local search, or indeed possible hybridization

between them.

Although this thesis presents a large range of algorithms, methods of local search, and

their combinations, much future work remains to be done. In carrying out the work reported

here, we have deliberately adopted a ‘breadth first’ philosophy rather than seeking detailed

explanations for every observation. That said, a very clear and fertile area for future work is to

revisit the promising research directions that we have identified to gain a fuller understanding

of the phenomena involved; in our experience, such studies tend to be time-consuming hence

we have deferred them to future work.

Another area that warrants further study is the extension to more complex, higher dimen-

sional test functions. In the present work, we have employed the univariate functions that

tend to be regarded as “standard” within the GP community. While they represent a valid
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starting point for a study, these functions have received some criticism and other, more chal-

lenging datasets have been proposed in the literature (McDermott et al., 2012). An important

research issue is to establish whether the advantages of local search identified in the present

thesis extend to higher dimensions. In addition, explicitly considering real-world datasets –

which often present different challenges – would be a major extension of this work.

On the subject of test functions, one of the reviewers of our paper (Dou and Rockett,

2018) suggested that ‘genomic’-type datasets – characterized by hundreds or thousands of

features but only tens of records – would be an appropriate subject for study in the present

work; such challenging datasets have recently been addressed by Chen et al. (Chen, Zhang,

and Xue, 2017) using GP. In our view, the main research issues when applying GP to ‘ge-

nomic’ datasets are twofold: firstly, to constrain the complexity of a GP model to prevent

overfitting when learning in what are effectively ‘empty’ pattern spaces, bearing in mind

that one of the major advantages of GP is its ability to automatically adjust its own com-

plexity. Secondly, genomic-type datasets are typically characterized by the presence of large

numbers of uninformative/redundant features. In the context of such challenging learning

problems, we think there is little reason that local search on its own would have much im-

pact on datasets with these characteristics without also explicitly addressing the complexity

constraint and feature selection challenges.

A further area that might warrant additional investigation is the mechanism of semantic

back propagation that is the precursor for local search. In common with other reports, we

have adopted the strategy of back propagating errors from the root node of a tree under

the assumption that all of a given node’s siblings possess the correct structure. Although a

reasonable simplification, this would seem to significantly constrain the scope of any local

search. In this context, we suggest a sensitivity-based approach (Saltelli et al., 2004) may

improve search efficiency, and this too will be the subject of future work.

We have pointed out in Section 3.2 that memetic algorithms combine global exploratory

search with local exploitative search. We believe our work fits very much within this paradigm.

Since subtrees for replacement by local search are stochastically chosen, it is possible that

consecutive passes of local search over a parent tree will select exactly the same target subtree

leading to inefficient, duplicated search. Our use of Ito’s selection strategy (‘3’) that tends

to prefer subtrees rooted near the top of the parent will exacerbate this effect since there are

fewer choices near the tree’s root. We suggest improving the efficiency of our method with a
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tabu-like approach whereby subtrees that have been subjected to local search are not then im-

mediately re-subjected to it in the next pass of local search. This could easily be implemented

by tagging nodes with a timestamp of when they are selected as targets, and examining this

timestamp before proceeding with local search; this is an area for future work.

Finally, we note that GP has proved an extremely effective and practical technique for

solving the combinatorial optimization problem of searching over a set of possible functions.

Local search over the set of possible subtrees in a parent GP tree could thus be viewed as

a recursive reduction of the overall problem. In light of this, it is perhaps logical that GP

should perform well as a local search strategy.

3.7 Conclusions

The most significant conclusion from this work is that semantic-based GP local search is able

to produce better generalization performance that is statistically different from the state of the

art GenRDO-1 method of Pawlak et al. (Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015), and achieves

this with trees of significantly smaller size. This has obvious computational implications. A

contributory factor to this reduction in tree size has been the careful design of the local search

procedure so as to avoid tree growth. We observe that our GP local search seems to operate

by pruning overfitted trees down to the point of best test performance rather than necessarily

improving the best test case individuals generated by the global SS/GenGP algorithms. Trees

generated by the (SS/GenGP)-(SS/GenGP)-3 approach tend to be (statistically) smaller than

those generated by the corresponding baseline algorithms, while at the same time exhibiting

better prediction performance.

We have also found that the RDO operator was obviously effective when used as a genetic

operator within the generational paradigm. The performance of RDO with a steady-state

strategy, however, is noticeably worse than with a generational strategy. The trees generated

by the steady-state variants of RDO are less accurate than even those generated by the base-

line SSGP algorithm. We infer that the disruption caused by RDO search counteracts the

otherwise good search performance of the steady-state strategy.

Additionally, we observed significant effects of the method for selecting the subtree for

local search. On the basis of the work here, the RDO operator appears sensitive to the
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choice of selection operator, yielding performance that ranges from the seventh best per-

former (GenRDO-1) via the 12th-ranked performer (GenRDO-2) to population collapse and

the lowly-ranked performer (GenRDO-3). GP local search, on the other hand, appears to dis-

play far less sensitivity to the choice of subtree selection method. The SSGP-SSGP-3 method

ranks top while a less helpful choice of subtree selection method only reduces this form of

GP local search to a middling (3rd or 5th ranked) performer rather than a bottom-ranked per-

former. The reason that the Ito’s depth fair selection method performs best was investigated

and it was concluded that the optimization of subtrees closer to the root are more influential

in the improvement of the entire tree. Furthermore, the test error reduces with increasing

numbers of cycles of local search although the gains appear modest after only two or three

cycles of local search.
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Chapter 4

GPML

We propose a GPML, an XML-based standard for the interchange of GP trees, and outline

the benefits such a format would bring. We present a formal definition of this standard and

describe details of an implementation. In addition, we present a case study where GPML is

used to implement a model predictive controller for the control of a building heating plant.

4.1 Author’s Contribution

1. GPML was proposed and implemented. Details about how to interpret a GP model

into a GPML format was given. Additionally, how to parse and validate a GPML file

were also described.

2. In terms of reliably sharing research finding in the GP community, GPML allows ac-

curate interchange and calculation of GP models without repeating others’ work often

with incomplete information.

3. In terms of the ease of use, GPML can be used as a ‘plug-in’ component in larger

applications, which improves usage efficiency and providing application modularity.

4.2 Introduction

Replicability is a cornerstone of the scientific method that facilitates the independent vali-

dation of research findings. Conversely, independent researchers being unable to replicate

findings is a means by which erroneous research is rapidly purged from the scientific litera-

ture.
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A great many of the studies published in evolutionary computing, including GP, are – per-

force – both empirical and stochastic, and this imposes a particular difficulty from the point

of view of replication. Addressing the GP community in particular, it has become the univer-

sal practice to include algorithm parameters such as population size, crossover and mutation

rates, etc. in all publications. Although this is welcome, it generally does not give complete

information to allow accurate replication of the experiments being reported. For example,

complete reporting would require details of the random number generator algorithms em-

ployed, their seed values and other details characterizing the stochastic experiments. It could

be argued that an adequate number of repetitions of the experiments ‘average out’ stochastic

effects, but the generality of this claim is far from clear.

Adopting standard software for all GP might also be considered to address the replication

issue, but we would argue that independent implementation is an important aspect of repli-

cation. Any bug in the ‘standard’ software might go undetected for many years, hindering

progress in the field. There are cautionary tales here from other disciplines. For example, it

has been reported that 1 in 5 of recent genetics research papers contain errors due to format-

ting problems in the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet program (Washington Post, 2016).

The purpose of this work is to propose a standardised format for the interchange of GP

trees. A similar initiative has already been taken on benchmarking problems (White et al.,

2013). As a complement to agreed benchmarks, a standard interchange format would offer a

number of significant advantages:

1. The publication of the actual GP trees, as opposed to a (often partial) description of

how the trees were produced, would speed scientific progress in the area.

2. The ability to make direct comparison with the results of other researchers would speed

scientific progress, and eliminate the time, frustration and practical difficulties of trying

to reproduce others’ results, often with incomplete information.

3. Ultimately, the objective is for GP trees to be used as components in larger, complex

systems. The coupling of the end-application and the GP training/test software is a

major inconvenience, especially in embedded systems. A standard interchange format

would allow trained/validated GP trees to be treated as a ‘plug-in’ component in larger

systems.
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Since journals, and an increasing number of conferences, provide repositories for sup-

plementary material, it would be straightforward for authors to deposit, and thereby archive,

data fully describing actual GP trees that could be accessed by other researchers.

Fortuitously, a suitable and mature framework for developing a GP interchange format

already exists: the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) defined by the World Wide Web

Consortium (World Wide Web Consortium, 2008). In essence, this work proposes a standard

interchange format based on XML and XML Schemas, an XML validation framework. This

will make it possible for researchers to share the actual trees generated during their research

thereby exposing them to greater scrutiny/validation by the community as a whole. This

should facilitate more rapid progress since researchers will not need to duplicate each other’s

work in order to make quantitative comparisons with alternative approaches and methods. In

addition, GP trees could be treated as a ‘plug-in’ element for more complex systems, such as

robotics; decoupling the training/testing from an application of trained GP trees will have a

beneficial effect on the real-world deployment and exploitation of GP.

In Section 4.3, we briefly describe the relevant features of XML and its accompanying

validation framework, XML Schemas. We describe an XML representation of a GP tree

in Section 4.4, and an example implementation in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 concludes this

chapter.

4.3 Extensible Markup Language (XML)

The XML is a standardized, highly-flexible, human-readable format for information ex-

change specified by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) (World Wide Web Consortium,

2008). Being a text-based representation, XML avoids the hardware-dependent difficulties

of binary files. XML itself comprises a series of elements and attributes arranged in a hierar-

chical fashion – the intrinsic hierarchy in XML lends itself perfectly to describing GP trees,

which are, of course, typically represented as acyclic hierarchical graphs. Further, the syntax

of XML is very intuitive although human readability is probably a secondary consideration

here since we envisage trees being written/read mainly by computer. Nonetheless, the ability

to visually inspect the tree structure is valuable, and often requested by paper reviewers. (We

give some simple examples of GP trees represented as XML in Section 4.4.)

In XML, an element is specified by a syntax such as:
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<elementName o p t i o n = ‘A’ >

. . .

</ elementName >

where elementName and option are user-defined identifiers, and A is a quoted text string.

Alternatively, an equivalent single-line version where the element does not nest other ele-

ments is:

<elementName o p t i o n = ‘A’ / >

Crucially for the present application, XML elements can also embed other XML ele-

ments, as in:

<elementName o p t i o n = ‘A’ >

<otherElementName . . . >

</ otherElementName >

< th i rdElementName . . . >

</ th i rdElementName >

. . .

</ elementName >

and so on to arbitrary levels of nesting. XML can thus straightforwardly represent hierarchi-

cal structures. See (Castro, 2001) for a concise but comprehensive introduction to XML.

In a given application, an XML file has to conform to a specified structure. The need for

validating the structure of XML files has led to the development of XML Schemas (Vlist,

2002) (World Wide Web Consortium, 2012) for this purpose. XML Schemas – themselves

XML-compliant – are able to specify an XML file structure using a syntax reminiscent of the

extended Backus Naur format (EBNF) widely used for specifying the grammar of program-

ming languages; importantly for the present application, XML Schemas are able to specify

recursive structures for validation.

In terms of implementation, a large number of proprietary and mature open source XML

libraries are available, for example, Xerces (Apache Xerces Project), with bindings to a range

of programming languages. In addition, many XML implementations for Matlab are avail-

able (e.g. (XML Documents)). Consequently, there seems no technical impediment to adopt-

ing XML as an interchange format.
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We term the interchange format proposed here a GPML to denote its GP-specialisation

over plain XML.

To date, XML has found little application in the GP community. In a rare example,

Tanev and Shimohara (Tanev and Shimohara, 2010) have used the Document Object Model

(DOM) (WHATWG, 2018), a representation of an XML structure in memory, directly for

GP evolution although the DOM is probably not ideal for this purpose.

4.4 GPML Specification

In this section, we describe GPML, a standardised XML interchange format.

Making use of the intrinsic hierarchy, GPML recursively encodes the tree structure. Dif-

ferent types of nodes and their corresponding information are identified and recorded in var-

ious elements and attributes in GPML. By recursively interpreting the element name and

attribute information of each node starting from the root node down, the GP tree can be

saved and restored.

With elements and attributes arranged in a nested, hierarchical fashion, GPML can be

used to describe GP trees intuitively. Typically, the nodes in GP trees can be classified as one

of four types: terminal nodes, unary nodes, binary nodes and ternary nodes. These four differ-

ent nodes correspond to four elements in GPML, namely, terminalNode, constantNode,

unaryNode, binaryNode and ternaryNode, with user-specified information described in

the respective attributes.

For the purpose of illustration, consider the simple GP tree shown in Figure 4.1 that

represents the mapping y = f (x) where y ∈ R and x ∈ RN (although there is no restriction

with GPML on the input/output being real numbers, or indeed that the elements of x are even

of the same type). This mapping can be straightforwardly represented by the GPML code

shown in Listing 4.1. The intuitively obvious correspondences should be apparent.

In Figure 4.1, terminal nodes in the GP tree indicate elements of the input vector. We

have used the vectorIndex attributes of the terminalNode elements as indices into the

input vector x. For constant nodes, the exact values are specified in the attributes in GPML.

In GP, each unary node has a single child node, which could be any type of node, in-

cluding another unary node type. In GPML, a unary node is represented by an element

unaryNode, and its operator is specified by its attribute. Similarly, binary nodes and ternary
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nodes have two and three child nodes, respectively. In GPML, node operators are specified

by their attributes, like the nodes shown in Figure 4.1 and their GPML representations in

Listing 4.1.

Note that each GPML document has exactly one root element, which encloses all the

other elements. In GPML, the element name of the XML root node is gpTree. The at-

tribute of the root node, noVectorElements, defines the number of regressors used in the

mapping, which can be exploited for validation of a GPML document. The indices of termi-

nal nodes in GPML are restricted to the ranges of either [0 . . . (noVectorElements−1)] or

[1 . . .noVectorElements], depending on the (imple- mentation-defined) convention adopted

for indexing vectors in the actual implementation. Consequently, the attribute firstIndex

∈ {‘0’|‘1’} unambiguously associates tree inputs with elements in the input vector. The value

of vectorIndex in a terminalNode element needs to fall in the appropriate range other-

wise a validation error occurs that can be straightforwardly detected and notified to the user.

It is also a trivial matter to use a tree that has been trained in a system with zero-index vectors

in a (separate) system using vectors indexed from unity, and vice versa.

Although the example shown here is for a conventional GP tree, GPML is sufficiently

expressive that it could be adapted to other GP variants, such as gene expression program-

ming (Ferreira, 2002), linear GP (Brameier and Banzhaf, 2010), or Cartesian GP (Miller,

2011).
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LISTING 4.1: GPML representation of the tree in Figure 4.1.

<?xml v e r s i o n = ‘1 .0 ’ ?>

<gpTree n o V e c t o r E l e m e n t s = ‘2 ’ f i r s t I n d e x = ‘1 ’ >

< binaryNode o p e r a t i o n = ‘+ ’ >

<unaryNode o p e r a t i o n =‘−’>

< c o n s t a n t N o d e v a l u e = ‘0.2 ’ >

</ unaryNode >

< binaryNode o p e r a t i o n = ‘∗ ’ >

< t e r m i n a l N o d e v e c t o r I n d e x = ‘1 ’ / >

< t e r m i n a l N o d e v e c t o r I n d e x = ‘2 ’ / >

</ binaryNode >

</ binaryNode >

</ gpTree >

FIGURE 4.1: Simple example GP tree.

In terms of extended Backus-Naur form (ISO/IEC 14977:1996, 1996) typically used to

specify programming languages, we can formally describe the topmost-level gpTree ele-

ment of GPML using:
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gp-tree = "<gpTree",

"noVectorElements=", xml-positive-integer,

"firstIndex=", "0" | "1" ">",

node,

"</gpTree>";

where the terminal symbol noVectorElements is an XML-defined primitive of positive

integer type (World Wide Web Consortium, 2012), i.e. a number∈N+ since the GP mapping

is presumed to have at least one input. The non-terminal symbol xml-positive-integer value

indicates the number of elements in the vector of input variables for the mapping described

by the GP tree. As discussed above, the firstIndex attribute denotes whether the described

GP tree indexs the input vector starting from zero or one.

The non-terminal symbol node is defined as by:

node = terminal-node | constant-node | unary-node | binary-node | ternary-node;

where a node is one of either: a terminal node, a constant node, a unary node, a binary node

or a ternary node. In their turn, the set of node types, which we believe covers the practical

totality of GP, are formally defined by:

terminal-node = "<terminalNode", "vectorIndex=", xml-non-negative-integer,

"/>";

where xml-non-negative-integer is again an XML-defined primitive type for an integer quan-

tity ≥ 0 (i.e. ∈N0), and:

constant-node = "<constantNode", "value=", xml-double, "/>";

where xml-double is an XML primitive denoting a double-precision floating-point number.

A unary node is defined by EBNF as:

unary-node = "<unaryNode", "operation=", operation,

[ "parameterString=", parameter-string, ]

">",

node,

"</unaryNode>";
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in which operation is an XML-defined token type (i.e. a character string), and parameter-

String is an optional XML token. The operation element indicates the (implementation

dependent) operation executed by the unary node; for a unary minus, for example, this might

be the string ‘-’, or for an exponential function ‘exp’. For the cases where a unary node

may take some (arbitrary number of additional) parameters, these can be specified using

the (optional) ‘parameterString’ by concatenating all the function’s parameters in, say, a

comma-separated list. These parameters can then be simply ‘unpacked’ by the implementa-

tion code. This method of passing any additional parameters is a carefully considered design

decision for GPML, striking a balance between simplicity, generality and clarity of GPML

syntax. For example, the GP induction of a decision tree (Cao and Rockett, 2015) would

typically contain (only) binary nodes that test the state of an element in the input vector and

follow the left or right child subtrees, respectively depending on whether the given input vec-

tor element was < than or ≥ than some decision threshold. For this application, one possible

implementation would be for a node’s threshold value to be stored in the optional parameter

attribute and extracted by the implementation code.

The binary-node and ternary-node types in GPML are defined by:

binary-node = "<binaryNode", "operation=", operation,

[ "parameterString=", parameter-string, ]

">",

node,

node,

"</binaryNode>";

ternary-node = "<ternaryNode", "operation=", operation,

[ "parameterString=", parameter-string, ]

">",

node,

node,

node,

"</ternaryNode>";
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Yet again, operation indicates the operation to be performed by the binary or ternary

nodes, respectively, and the optional parameter-string conveys any additional parameters

required.

The unary, binary or ternary operations specified by the above node types are deliberately

left undefined by GPML, and are implementation-dependent. Typically, in a regression prob-

lem, the unary operation will be one of: unary minus, exponential function, sine function,

etc. Similarly, the binary operations implemented will be one of: addition, subtraction, mul-

tiplication, (protected) division, or analytic quotient (Ni, Drieberg, and Rockett, 2013), while

the ternary operation will typically be if-then-else. When learning a boolean problem,

on the other hand, the only unary operator would typically be the NOT operation, and the

binary operations would comprise: AND, OR, XOR, etc. This facility means that GPML can be

expanded to include arbitrary, domain-specific operations.

Note also how a binaryNode, for example, ‘embeds’ two node types, each of which is

defined as being one of a: terminalNode, constantNode, unaryNode, (another) binaryNode

or ternaryNode. The GPML syntax is thus able to recursively define a GP tree of unbounded

extent. Similarly, a gp-tree ‘embeds’ a single node implying a single root node for the par-

ent tree.

A user is, of course, free to add XML-compliant comments to a GPML file since these

will be subsequently ignored by any XML parser.

4.5 Implementation

Quite deliberately, we do not specify or indeed restrict implementation details for GPML. In

this section, we describe our initial implementation as a point of reference.

4.5.1 Writing GPML

Given a (trained) GP tree in memory, writing a valid GPML file involves a fairly straightfor-

ward recursive descent of the tree. With reference to Listing 4.1, the first task is to output the

preamble of the GPML file that comprises the ‘gpTree’ information, the ‘noVectorElements’

attribute, and the closing ‘>’ character. At this stage, the writing procedure recursively de-

scends the tree (in whatever form this has been implemented) and on ‘entering’ a node,
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it emits the appropriate GPML element definition (‘<terminalNode’, ‘<constantNode’,

‘<unaryNode’, ‘<binaryNode’ or ‘<ternaryNode’). Then:

• If the GP node is a terminal (either a ‘<terminalNode’ or ‘<constantNode’ ) then it

remains only to emit either the ‘vectorIndex’ or ‘value’ attribute, respectively and

a ‘/>’ element terminating sequence, and then to return from the recursive call.

• If the current node is a non-terminal GP node, the ‘operation’ attribute field together

with the optional ‘parameterString’ field are emitted, and then the appropriate num-

ber of further recursive calls made to visit the child node(s) of the current node. On

return from the last of these recursive calls, the function needs to emit a terminating

‘</unaryNode>’, ‘</binaryNode>’ or ‘</ternaryNode>’ field, and then return.

When the chain of recursive calls finally ends, the only remaining task is to emit the

‘</gpTree>’ terminating field.

4.5.2 Reading GPML

We have implemented the initial GPML system using the lightweight pugixml XML li-

brary1, largely for simplicity and convenience. The pugixml library reads the specified XML

file into memory as a DOM (WHATWG, 2018), a hierarchical structure that can be traversed

using functions built into the XML library. Implementation in terms of a DOM is not the

only possible approach; the Simple API for XML model is equally viable and possibly faster

in execution although its use tends to be more involved. Having created a DOM of the tree,

it is a straightforward matter to traverse this data structure, creating and linking GP nodes in

an implementation-dependent manner.

4.5.3 Validating GPML

One of the important elements presented in this work is an XML Schema for the validation

of GPML. The simple pugixml library we have used does not provide validating facilities

although other XML libraries, for example, Xerces (Apache Xerces Project) do, however,

these tend to be more involved to use. In practice, a range of other, convenient validation

mechanisms are feasible, for example: the xmllint2 command-line validator, which is part

1http://pugixml.org/
2http://xmlsoft.org/xmllint.html

http://pugixml.org/
http://xmlsoft.org/xmllint.html
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of the libxml library . Alternatively, the open-source jEdit3 text editor has an XML plugin

that performs validation against a specified schema.

We have made the XML Schema for GPML freely available under a Gnu Public Licence

(GPL-3) on the GitHub repository (https://github.com/pirlite2/gpml-schema).

4.6 Conclusions

In scientific research, reproducibility and transparency are of the utmost importance since

science can only progress when the research results produced by one investigator can be

independently corroborated by other researchers. The nature of GP research is empirical and

stochastic, which imposes particular difficulties on reproducing research findings in the field.

We have proposed an XML-based standard for the interchange of GP trees in the hope of

speeding scientific progress in the area. GP trees specified in GPML can be evaluated and

compared directly by researchers without the effort of having to reproduce others’ trees, often

with incomplete information.

In terms of implementation, due to its hierarchical structure, GPML can be flexibly rep-

resented in XML for which a number of mature, open source XML libraries are available.

We have further proposed an XML Schema for the validation of GPML, which is available

under a GPL licence at:

https://github.com/pirlite2/gpml-schema

In addition, in larger systems, a trained-and-validated GP tree can be embedded as a

‘plug-in’ component using GPML, providing convenience and modularity. We have demon-

strated this capability by developing a dynamical model for a single-zone building model and

using this model to successfully implement MPC of the building’s internal environment in

Section 5.4 and Section 5.5. This case study illustrates the practical flexibility of GPML as

an interchange format.

3http://www.jedit.org/

https://github.com/pirlite2/gpml-schema
https://github.com/pirlite2/gpml-schema
http://www.jedit.org/
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Chapter 5

Model Predictive Control of

Nonlinear Dynamic System Using GP

We present a novel approach to obtaining dynamic nonlinear models using GP for the MPC

of buildings. Currently, the large-scale adoption of MPC in buildings is economically unvi-

able due to the time and cost involved in the design and tuning of predictive models by expert

control engineers. We have shown that GP is able to automate this process. We performed

open-loop system identification over the data produced by an industry grade building simula-

tor. The simulated building was subjected to an amplitude modulated pseudo-random binary

sequence (APRBS), which allows the collected data to be sufficiently informative to capture

the underlying system dynamics under relevant operating conditions.

We detail how we employed GP to construct the predictive model for MPC, and report

results of using this model for controlling a simulated building. We observed that GP can

produce models that allow the MPC of building to achieve the desired temperature band in a

single zone space.

5.1 Author’s Contribution

1. A novel GP-based MPC scheme was proposed for controlling thermal dynamics in a

simulated test building. In the building MPC literature, this is the first time for building

MPC has used GP models as controllers.

2. Based on data collected from the open-loop control process on a simulated test build-

ing, GP was used for identifying the thermal dynamics of the test building1.

1In this work, Yuri Kaszubowski Lopes, one of our research team, contributed to the open-loop data generation
of a simulated building and generated the MPC results.
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3. The obtained GP model was translated into GPML format and used for the MPC.

4. The performance of GP-based building MPC was analyzed. GP was witnessed to be

able to maintain the room temperature of the test building within ±1 C of the desired

setpoint.

5.2 Introduction

MPC (Camacho and Bordons, 2004) is a powerful control methodology well-suited to sys-

tems in which there is an appreciable delay between an input being applied and any observ-

able response, and which may also have control constraints; (non-domestic) buildings are

among such systems. Central to MPC is a predictive model of the dynamics of the system

being controlled. Given a prediction horizon extending some number of discrete time steps

into the future, the controller optimises the sequence of future inputs by minimising some

objective function. Typically, this objective comprises a weighted sum over the prediction

horizon of the deviations from a desired setpoint and the control effort, the magnitudes of

the control changes. This latter term is designed to penalise rapid switching of the input and

hence minimise actuator wear. At every time step, the future input sequence is optimised, the

first of this input sequence applied to the system and the whole process repeated at the next

time step. This forever advancing prediction interval gives the technique its alternative name

of receding horizon control.

Although MPC has been widely employed in the chemical process industries, where it

had its origins, applications to buildings are currently only at the research stage – see, for

example, Rockett and Hathway (Rockett and Hathway, 2017) for a review. Critical to MPC,

whatever its domain of application, is the performance of the predictive model.

The generally superior control of MPC in buildings compared to conventional rule-based

approaches appears to offer significant energy savings – maybe up to 25% (Rockett and Hath-

way, 2017) – and make buildings MPC worth pursuing in order to reduce CO2 emissions and

improve internal environmental quality. However, at a roundtable discussion at a workshop

on MPC in buildings held in Montréal in 2011, Henze (Henze, 2013) noted attendees esti-

mated 70% of total costs for MPC implementation were consumed by the creation and cali-

bration of the predictive model that lies at the heart of MPC. In fact, this figure agrees with
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the 75% often quoted by the wider process-control community (Hussain, 1999). Tradition-

ally, such models are produced by extensive fine-tuning by highly skilled control engineers.

Although the high cost of predictive model creation may be tolerable in the highly-capital in-

tensive environment of petrochemicals, Rockett and Hathway (Rockett and Hathway, 2017)

have pointed out that such high costs currently make MPC economically unviable for the

control of buildings. It is, therefore, critical for the economic uptake of MPC in buildings to

create predictive models of the system dynamics using machine learning-based methods that

can learn from data obtained from the building in operation rather than be hand-crafted by ex-

perts. Further, the characteristics of buildings change over time, either due to changes in use,

internal alterations, or indeed external factors, such as the erection/demolition of adjacent

buildings that change the solar gains or façade wind pressures on the building under control.

Such changes will change the dynamics of the building and necessitate a recalibration of the

predictive model in order to maintain optimised control. Rapid and low-cost recalibration is

thus also essential to maximise the ongoing benefits of MPC in buildings.

Buildings are widely acknowledged to exhibit non-linear dynamics and therefore require

a non-linear predictive model. The problem of formulating such a model has been discussed

in a seminal paper by Sjöberg et al. (Sjöberg et al., 1995). Assuming sampling at discrete,

equally-spaced time steps, the one-step-ahead prediction ŷk+1 of a dynamical system at time

(k+ 1) is given by:

ŷk+1 = f (uk,uk−1, . . . ,uk−n,yk,yk−1, . . . ,yk−m) (5.1)

where u is a vector of input, or so-called exogenous, variables. The problem is to identify i) f ,

the non-linear function, ii) the value of n dictating how many of the previous inputs need to be

considered, and iii) the value of m, the number of previous (autoregressive) outputs that need

to be included. The sets of delayed variables {uk,uk−1, . . . ,uk−n} and {yk,yk−1, . . . ,yk−m} are

usually termed lag sets. To implement MPC we generally need a model that produces a set

of accurate future predictions over the so-called prediction horizon, that is, N time steps into

the future.

In principal, the search for f in (5.1) is over the set of all possible functions, but in practice

f is often restricted to families, such as Volterra functions or neural networks (Nelles, 2001).

Identification of the lag sets (i.e. the best combination of values of n and m) is typically
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performed iteratively in a manner highly dependent on the expertise of a control engineer.

ANNs have been widely used for nonlinear dynamic system identification. In order to

enhance the accuracy while minimising the model size, an architectural refinement stage is

often required. For instance, NEAT (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) uses a GA to evolve

both model structure and the associated parameters of neural network models.

A further consideration with Volterra approximators and, especially, neural networks is

the large number of parameters that have to be estimated during training, which implies a

requirement for a large amount of training data. Moreover, with reference to (5.1), while

training ANNs can approximate the function f , determining the lag sets specified by n and m

usually requires the embedding of the NN training within some global search for the network

inputs determined by n,m, the so-called feature selection problem.

To address the problem specified by (5.1), an increasing number of researchers have ap-

plied GP to the nonlinear dynamic systems identification problems (Grosman and Lewin,

2002; Feng, Lian, and Zhu, 2017) due to the advantage of being able to automatically opti-

mize both model structure and its parameters during evolution. Basic GP, however, is often

used to evolve the function f either as a simple regression problem (i.e. without the autore-

gressive terms yk,yk−1, . . . ,yk−m), or using pre-defined lags sets, that is, pre-specification of

n and m in (5.1).

Grosman and Lewin (Grosman and Lewin, 2002) used GP to learn the relationship be-

tween inputs and outputs of a mixing tank system. The performance of control based on the

evolved solution was then assessed. They concluded that the GP based predictive controller

provided significantly better regulatory and servo performance than the traditional propor-

tional integral controller and internal model controller. Recently, Feng et al. (Feng, Lian, and

Zhu, 2017) also investigated the performance of GP on non-linear dynamical systems and

NMPC, and claimed that satisfactory performance of NMPC can be obtained based on GP

models.

In the model training stage, however, both Grosman and Lewin (Grosman and Lewin,

2002), and Feng et al. (Feng, Lian, and Zhu, 2017) employed user-specified lag sets, which

are normally very time-consuming to determine manually in practical applications.

Hinchliffe and Willis’s (Hinchliffe and Willis, 2003) also used GP to evolve discrete-

time models of dynamic processes, however, evolution of the appropriate lag set of input

variables was included by adding unary back-shift operators to the GP’s function set. The
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experimental results suggest that the performance of GP shows little difference with filter-

based neural networks in terms of model accuracy on an extruder case study. The significant

point in Hinchliffe and Willis’ (Hinchliffe and Willis, 2003) work is that their GP formulation

is not only able to approximate model structure ( f ), but also construct appropriate lag sets

and not require their pre-specification.

Taking advantage of the fact that the Hinchliffe and Willis GP scheme is able to evolve

both model structure and lag sets automatically during the evolution process, in this work,

we describe the use of GP for creating the dynamic model necessary for buildings MPC. We

believe this to be the first report of the demonstration of buildings MPC using learned GP

models. As is common in the control field, we have considered a system simulation in order

to rapidly and comprehensively explore the issues involved.

In Section 5.3, we describe GP for modelling dynamical systems and give an example

for a benchmark problem from the chemical engineering literature. We describe the building

control methodology we have used in Section 5.4 together with the procedures necessary for

successfully identifying a predictive GP model of the test building. In Section 5.5 we report

typical results of the performance of the predictive GP model as well as the performance

of the MPC scheme. In this work, we present only representative, typical results and defer

detailed discussion of parameter settings, etc. to future work. We do, however, discuss these

issues in Section 5.6. We conclude this work with Section 5.7.

5.3 Genetic Programming for Dynamic System Identification

As the name implies, the states of a dynamic system change over time. The essence of dynam-

ical system identification is to develop mathematical models that describe the relationships

between all the available inputs and outputs. The basic methodology of GP has been detailed

in Section 2.2. Particularly, in order to enable GP to approximate dynamic systems, backshift

(or delay) operators (∆1,∆2,∆3) and auto-regressive nodes are added to the function set and

terminal set, respectively.

Unit time delay operator is introduced by defining a new type of the unary node ∆1 such

that given variable yk measured at the k-th time step, the value of the regressor at time step
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(k−1) is given by:

∆1(yk)→ yk−1 (5.2)

That is, the unit delay operator ∆1 returns the value of the same variable at time step

(k− 1). In fact, following the work of Hinchliffe and Willis (Hinchliffe and Willis, 2003),

we define time delay operators for one, two and three unit delays. ∆1 is defined in (5.2)

above, ∆2(yk) → yk−2, and ∆3(yk) → yk−3. GP evolution is then able concatenate these

delay operators to produce delays longer than three time steps, if required.

These delay operations can be straightforwardly incorporated in GPML as:

<unaryNode o p e r a t i o n = ‘ de lay1 ’ > . . . </ unaryNode >

i.e. defining a new operation for a time lag of one unit, and so on for lags of two (delay2)

and three (delay3) units of time. These delayed regressors can.of course, be evaluated from

previous outputs of the GP tree.

A typical example of a dynamic GP tree is shown in Figure 5.1, and its functional ex-

pression is given in

y(k) = (−(∆1(yk−1)))+ (0.2∗ (−uk−1)). (5.3)

FIGURE 5.1: Example GP tree representing a simple dynamic system.
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5.3.1 Identification of the Eaton-Rawlings Reactor

There have been many reports in recent years exploiting the potential of GP for system iden-

tification, particularly in chemical engineering applications (Vyas, Goel, and Tambe, 2015).

In order to assess the suitability of GP for nonlinear dynamic system identification, one-step-

head prediction of a well-known benchmark chemical process, the Eaton-Rawlings reactor

model, was investigated. The Eaton-Rawlings reactor model (Pearson, 1999) describes a

second-order reaction occurring in an isothermal continuous stirred-tank reactor. The dynam-

ics of this reactor are expressed by the first-order, nonlinear ordinary differential equation

dy
dt

= −hy2− yu
V

+
du
V

(5.4)

where y is the concentration in the continuous stirred-tank reactor, h is the kinetic rate con-

stant for the reaction, V is the reactor volume, and d is the inlet concentration of the reactant.

The manipulated variable u is the inlet flow rate.

If the manipulated input u is assumed to change only at regular sampling instants tk, an

exact discretisation is easily derived from the continuous-time equation; see (Pearson, 1999)

for full details.

y(k) =
[1− τ(k−1)µ(k−1)]y(k−1)+ 2dτ(k−1)µ(k−1)

1+ τ(k−1)[y(k−1)+ µ(k−1)]
(5.5)

where

τ(k−1) =
tanh [hT

√
µ2(k−1)+ 2dµ(k−1)]√

µ2(k−1)+ 2dµ(k−1)
(5.6)

µ(k−1) =
u(k−1)

2hV
(5.7)

In this experiment, h was 1.50 litre/mole-hr, V was 10.51 litre, d was 3.5 mole/litre. The

inputs uk were a sequence of steps of uniformly-distributed random amplitudes ranging from

0.5 to 5.0 litres per hour with a switching probability of 1.0. This input sequence was used

to perturb the reactor model (5.5).

To facilitate direct comparison with previous, conventional modelling approaches, we
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have followed the procedure in Pearson (Pearson, 1999) and generated 100 statistically-

independent noise-free training sequences, each of length P = 200. The reactor responses

to these input sequences were calculated according to the discretisation formula (5.5).

The performance of a GP solution was ranked by two objectives: tree size and the MSE.

The parameter settings for the GP evolution are described in Table 5.1.

In each GP experiment, a set of solutions was obtained after training from which the

candidate with the smallest MSE over a statistically-independent noise-free validation dataset

was finally selected as the best model for this run. Thus, after 100 independent training

processes, the best GP model with the smallest validation MSE among the selected 100 trees

was picked as the final best solution. The best GP model selected had a validation MSE of

0.000121458.

TABLE 5.1: Evolutionary parameters used for the Eaton-Rawlings reactor
system identification

Parameter Value
Population size 100
Evolution strategy Steady state
Initialization method Ramped half-and-half
Maximum tree depth in initialization 6
Maximum number of tree evaluations 20000
Function set +, −, ×, Analytic quotient (Ni, Drieberg, and Rockett, 2013),

∆1,∆2,∆3
Terminal set Input variables; constants in

range {0.1,0.2, . . . ,0.9,1.0}
Crossover frequency 1.0
Mutation frequency 1.0
Fitness measures Tree size and MSE
Selection method Pareto ranking

We made quantitative comparison with the model – a NARMAX – that exhibited the

best performance compared to other hand-tuned model structures and lags studied by Pear-

son (Pearson, 1999); the same training datasets were used to train the NARMAX models

by minimising the mean squared error metric (5.9) using the NLopt nonlinear optimization

library2. The best NARMAX model is given by:

y(k) = y0 +α y(k−1)+β u(k−1)+ γ u(k−1)y(k−1) (5.8)

2https://nlopt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

https://nlopt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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where y0, α , β , and γ are unknown parameters to be determined by minimizing the objective

function, and Q is the length of the training sequence:

J(y0,α ,β ,γ) =
Q−1

∑
k=1

[ŷ(k+ 1)− y(k+ 1)]2 (5.9)

where ŷ(k+ 1) is the one step ahead predicted value at time k, and the y(k+ 1) is the mea-

sured value at time k+ 1.

The best validation MSE of the NARMAX models was 0.000120801, nearly equal to

the value of obtained from the best GP tree. In the best NARMAX model, the parameter y0

is 0.298058, α is 0.145929, β is 0.117087 and γ is -0.0188017. The residuals of the best

NARMAX and GP models over the corresponding validation sets are shown in Figure 5.2

from which it can be seen that the GP tree exhibits comparable model accuracy to the best

NARMAX model. The residuals of the NARMAX model show a number of negative spikes

lower than -0.02, with the absolute value of the biggest residual around 0.04. The GP model

shows two significant positive spikes, but with most of the residuals lying in a small range

around zero.

The encouraging approximation ability of the GP model on the benchmark Eaton-Rawlings

problem suggests that GP is suitable for more general nonlinear dynamic system identifica-

tion problems. Particularly, GP does not require the functional form of the model to be

pre-specified – rather, this evolves during training. This advantage makes GP a potential

technique for identifying a wide range of real world, nonlinear dynamic systems for which

the underlying physical principles are not known.

5.4 Building Control Methodology

In this section, we describe the procedures employed for the MPC of buildings using pre-

dictive models obtained through a GP-based system identification. Figure 5.3 depicts the

components of the simulation system used in this work. The MPC framework used here

was assembled by Dr. Yuri Kaszubowski Lopes. We used an industry-grade simulator for

building physics, described in Section 5.4.1, to simulate the responses of a test building. This

simulator provides a standardised interface that allows the interconnection of external soft-

ware units, and we used this facility for two separate tasks: first, for the open-loop collection

of system identification (SID) data detailed in Section 5.4.3, and second for the simulation of
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FIGURE 5.2: Test residual comparison between the NARMAX model and
the best GP model

the building under model-predictive control, as explained in Section 5.4.6. In Section 5.4.5,

we describe how we employed GP using the collected SID data to obtain the required pre-

dictive models for MPC.

5.4.1 Building Simulator – EnergyPlus

EnergyPlus is a building energy simulator used to model energy consumption based on dy-

namic heat transfer calculations (Crawley et al., 2000). The description of the building is

provided to EnergyPlus as a text file – the input data file (IDF) – that follows a prescribed

format. The file controls all aspects of the simulation from the building geometry and fabric

to the building services and other simulation parameters, such as occupancy.

The (key) influence of the external weather is incorporated into the building simulation

using a separate file containing weather data, a so-called weather file. This allows repeat-

ing the computations under different climatic conditions. In this work, we have used design

weather files generated from UK meteorological data collected at a station located in Manch-

ester, UK. Two different weather files, both containing one year’s data, were used in this
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FIGURE 5.3: Overview of the process employed in this work for MPC (con-
tributed by Dr. Yuri Kaszubowski Lopes).

work: the training and validation datasets were extracted from the first weather file, while the

second file was used to test the model for an unbroken whole year.

EnergyPlus supports Functional Mock-up Interfaces (FMIs) (Blochwitz et al., 2011), a

standardised interface for coupling software units for co-simulation. These software units

can add a variety of functionalities to the simulation and are referred to as ‘slaves’. The

main simulator – EnergyPlus in our case – is referred to as the ‘master’. In practice, the FMI

defines a set of C language function prototypes that need to be implemented by the slave unit.

The master will then call these functions at appropriate times to perform various operations,

such as send data, perform calculations, read data, etc. Here we make two distinct uses of the
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FMI functionality (see Figure 5.3): first, we inject an excitation sequence to perform open-

loop system identification (described in Section 5.4.3). Second, we use FMIs to control the

building’s heating during MPC experiments (described in Section 5.4.6).

5.4.2 Test Building Description

For this initial report of implementing MPC using a learned dynamic model, we developed a

single zone space with a radiator and varying supply of fresh air. The simulated test building

is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The zone is a square room with dimensions of 10 m × 10 m

and a height of 3 m. All four walls contain one double glazed window unit measuring 2

m × 2 m with a sill height of 0.5 m, and placed at the centre of the external walls. This

design has a window-to-wall ratio of 13% with equal exposure to North, East, South and

West directions. The single zone space has been set to be located in Manchester, UK, which

has an oceanic climate (Köppen classification = Cfb) and classified as ASHRAE (American

Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers) climate zone 5c. The

construction sets and internal gains for this climate recommended by ASHRAE Standard

189.1 (ASHRAE, 2009) were considered for this space to make sure a realistic set of inputs

was defined in the building model for estimating the internally-generated heat as well as the

heat loss from the façades. We have used a setpoint temperature of 20 C. The airflow through

the space consists of infiltration (0.00023 m3/s per m2 of exterior surface) and ventilation that

varies due to occupancy and is based on 10 l/s per person in accordance with the Chartered

Institute of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Guide A (CIBSE, 2015). Heat gains from

people, lighting and electrical equipment were also considered on a schedule. The simulated

building used here was constructed by Dr. Esmail Saber.

5.4.3 Data Acquisition

The design of appropriate excitation signals for collecting identification data is the most cru-

cial step in system identification as the gathered data are required to be informative enough to

capture the underlying system dynamics under all relevant operating conditions. Mathemati-

cally, the amplitude of the excitation signal should cover the full range so as to maximise the

power of the excitation signal and thus the signal-to-noise ratio. The spectrum of the input

signal should excite all frequencies of interest.
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FIGURE 5.4: SketchUp representation of the simulated building (contributed
by Dr. Esmail Saber).

For linear systems, pseudo-random binary sequences (PRBSs) (Söderström and Stoica,

1989) are commonly used for system identification. In a PRBS, the signal switches between

two fixed amplitudes in such a way that that the autocorrelation function of the sequence

approximates the properties of white noise, and hence excites all modes of the system. For

nonlinear systems – such as that under consideration here – switching between two fixed

amplitudes cannot capture the nonlinear behaviour (Nelles, 2001), and so we have employed

APRBSs (Nelles, 2001) in which the amplitude of a conventional PRBS is randomly varied,

thereby probing the nonlinear characteristics of the system.

A PRBS sequence was generated using linear feedback shift registers where the length

of the excitation sequence is controlled by a characteristic polynomial of some degree n,

and where each polynomial coefficient was either 0 or 1. The maximum repetition period is

given by (2n−1) (i.e. the maximum length of the sequence before it starts to repeat itself).

The consecutive occurrence of the same bit is referred to as a plateau. We employed the

polynomial x7 + x6 +1, resulting in a sequence length of 127 bits with 64 plateaux, depicted

in Figure 5.5(a). The interval between the minimum and maximum radiator flows (0.00 to

0.11 kg/s) was divided by the number of plateaux in the PRBS resulting in a set of different

amplitude levels, which were randomly assigned to the PRBS’s plateaux, thereby generating

the APRBS (Nelles, 2001); an example sequence is shown in Figure 5.5(b). The process of
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randomly assigning amplitude levels to the PRBS plateaux was repeated to obtain a set of

excitation sequences that covered an entire year. Note that each repetition of the process is

likely to generate a completely different APRBS cycle, as seen in Figures 5.5(b-c).

FIGURE 5.5: A PRBS-7 sequence (a) and two different examples of
APRBS-7 cycles (b-c) generated over a minimum-to–maximum amplitude

range of 0.0 to 0.11 kg/s.

In addition to the characteristic polynomial and the interval of the input sequence, an

APRBS is specified by a minimum hold-time Th that is the duration of each bit; Nelles (Nelles,

2001) suggests that the minimum hold-time should be the same as the dominant time constant

of the process. In our case, our only input that can be excited is the mass flow rate through

the radiator so we estimated the dominant time constant as approximately 30 minutes by ap-

plying a step excitation to the simulated zone. As a result, a single APRBS-7 cycle takes

around 3,810 minutes (about 2.6 days), as depicted in Figure 5.5, and 138 complete APRBS

cycles are required to cover an entire year.

5.4.4 Input Selection

In system identification, the selection of model inputs is key to model accuracy. Too many

redundant or irrelevant input variables hampers the search while increasing the computational

burden. Conversely, if input variables of significant influence are omitted, the model will

have systematic errors and be more likely have poor prediction accuracy. The input and

output variables used in this paper are listed in Table 5.2. All the variables were scaled so as

to have most of the values falling into the range 0 to 1. The scaling factors used are listed in

Table 5.2.
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TABLE 5.2: Variables used in the system identification model

Variable Variable name Type Scaling
factor

Tout Outdoor Air Drybulb Temperature (C) Input 21.0
Qsolar Sum of Direct and Diffuse Solar Input 839.8

Radiation (W /m2)
MFR System Node Mass Flow Rate (kg/s) Input 0.11
y Zone Air Temperature (C) Output 21.0

5.4.5 Genetic Programming for Building Identification

• Training & validation

A dynamical predictive GP model was developed based on an EnergyPlus simulation

model and the open-loop excitation data (see Section 5.4.3). Two different weather

files were employed: One weather file, denoted TRY, comprising 365 days and 35,040

samples, was used to generate data for model training and validation (model selection).

The other dataset, denoted DSY and of the same size, was used for estimating the model

generalisation and prediction accuracy. A particular challenge with this MPC applica-

tion is that weather conditions play a very important role in determining the internal

temperatures of the building but they cannot be experimentally perturbed in the same

way as the radiator MFR variable. We have thus used two weather files to allow an

evaluation of performance over a complete year independent of the training/validation

data.

The selected variables (see Section 5.4.4) were sampled every 15 minutes for training,

validation and testing of the GP models since the MPC process predicts temperatures

on this time interval.

Given a GP model f , at time k the prediction of the zone temperature ŷ(k+i) at time

(k+ i) is approximated from:

ŷ(k+i) = f (uk+i−1,uk+i−2, ...,uk,uk−1, . . . ,

ŷ(k+i−1), ŷ(k+i−2), . . . ,yk,yk−1, . . .) (5.10)
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where i ranges from 1 to N, the length of the prediction horizon, and u are the in-

dexed sequence of exogenous input vectors. In this experiment, a u vector consisted of

three variables: Tout , Qsolar, and MFR – see Table 5.2. The zone temperature y is the

predicted variable.

In the training phase, all the input and output information is known since u consists

of measured values determined by the APRBS excitation sequence (Section 5.4.3) and

the known weather data; the zone temperatures up to and including the current time

k are also known. For multi-step ahead prediction, the required autoregressive values

later than time k use previously predicted values from a series of one-step ahead pre-

dictions. For example, at time k, ŷ(k+1) = f (. . . ,yk,yk−1, . . . ,yk−m). To predict two

steps ahead, ŷ(k+2) = f (. . . , ŷ(k+1),yk,yk−1, . . .). Note the use of a predicted zone tem-

perature ŷ(k+1) at time (k + 2) since when the model is used in its ultimate control

application, the actual value y(k+1) will be unknown as it lies in the future – it there-

fore has to be estimated. Similarly, the prediction three steps ahead ŷ(k+2) uses both

ŷ(k+1) and ŷ(k+2), and so on. Previously predicted values are used ∀i ∈ [1 . . .N], as

necessary.

Two objectives are used to measure the performance of candidate models during evo-

lution: tree size and MSE. The tree size indicates the complexity of a GP model, and

provides parsimony selection pressure that favours simpler models during the evolu-

tionary process. We also seek to minimise the MSE over the training dataset by:

MSE =
∑

P
k=k′ ∑

N
i=1[ŷ(k+i)− y(k+i)]

2

[P−max(n,m)]×N
(5.11)

where N is the length of the prediction horizon, and P is the largest index on the training

dataset used. Since we require the GP model to provide accurate predictions over the

whole prediction horizon, minimising (5.11) provides a selective evolutionary pressure

to achieve this.

The values of upper limit on the outer summation and the normalising term in (5.11)

requires some clarification: Suppose we have Q records of available training data.

To train a model that predicts N steps ahead, the final N records of the dataset can

only be used for evaluating (5.11) – the index k cannot exceed (Q−N). Similarly,
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for an autoregressive model with n lagged u values and m lagged y values, the first

max(n,m) records of the training set are required to calculate the very first predic-

tion. Consequently, k′, the lower limit on the outer summation in (5.11), cannot be

less that [max(n,m)+ 1]. In summary, the MSE in (5.11) is calculated over Q−N−

[max(n,m)− 1] records. (Conventionally, the lower limit of this outer summation is

taken as k = 1 and any lagged inputs with (strictly) negative k indices are taken as zero.

We have not used this approach here as, in our experience, this sometimes produces

anomalous transient predictions.)

The detailed GP parameter settings for building identification are shown in the Ta-

ble 5.3.

TABLE 5.3: Evolutionary parameters used in this work

Parameter Value
Population size 100
Evolution strategy Steady state
Initialization method Ramped half-and-half
Maximum tree depth in 6
initialisation
Maximum number of tree 20000
evaluations
Function set +, −, ×, Analytic quotient (Ni, Drieberg, and Rockett, 2013),

∆1,∆2,∆3
Terminal set Input variables; constant

values from {0.1,0.2, . . . ,2.0}
Crossover frequency 1.0
Mutation frequency 1.0
Fitness measures Tree size & MSE (see (5.11))
Selection method Pareto ranking

• Exporting the Selected GP Tree

After model validation, the best GP model was selected for use in the EnergyPlus

MPC framework. Rather than the cumbersome inconvenience of embedding the GP

training within the MPC framework, we have exported the trained GP model using

the GPML (Dou, Kaszubowski Lopes, and Rockett, 2018). GPML is an XML-based

standard for the interchange of GP trees. The implementations of reading and writing

GPML are simple and straightforward since a number of mature, open source XML

libraries are available. A trained-and-validated GP tree can thus be directly embedded
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as a ‘plug-in’ component using GPML in larger systems, which provides both conve-

nience and modularity.

5.4.6 MPC Test Framework

Based on the model f in (5.1) approximated with a GP as described in Sections 5.4.3 - 5.4.5,

a control law could, in principle, be obtained as the inverse of f – that is a mapping from

desired states to the necessary inputs. However, as f is dynamic and nonlinear, calculating

its inverse is not a trivial task. The alternative is to perform an explicit optimisation at the

current time k of the set of values Uk = {uk,u(k+1), . . . ,u(k+N−1)} using f , where N is the

prediction horizon, and adjusting Uk to yield the desired sequence of setpoint temperatures.

Thus we obtain Uk from:

Uk = argmin
N

∑
i=1

J(k+ i) (5.12)

where N is the length of the prediction horizon, and J is defined as:

J(k+ i) = (∆Tk+i)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

temperature

+ λ0∆Uk+i︸ ︷︷ ︸
control effort

+λ1uk+i︸ ︷︷ ︸
energy

(5.13)

where ∆Tk+i = ŷ(k+i)− r(k+i) is the difference between the predicted ŷ(k+i) and setpoint (i.e.

desired) r(k+i) temperatures at time k + i, and ∆Uk+i = uk+i−uk+i−1 is the control effort.

The first term in (5.13) obviously penalises deviation from the desired setpoint temperature,

while the second term seeks to minimise the extent of changes in the control variable; such a

term is frequently included in an MPC setup to minimise wear on the system’s actuators.

The third term in (5.13) seeks to minimise the sum of the input quantity, which in the

present case is a proxy for input energy. We found it necessary to include this term in (5.13) to

ensure that heating was turned off outside working hours when the constraint on the setpoint

temperature was relaxed to simply being >6 C to ensure frost protection. Unless this explicit

energy minimisation term was included, (5.12) could be minimised by maintaining the zone

temperature at 20 C – obviously, >6 C – but setting the sum of the control efforts (∆U)

to zero. That is, not turning off heating at the end of the working day thereby undesirably

maintaining heating during the night.
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Note that the second and third terms in (5.13) are weighted by the regularisation con-

stants λ0 and λ1, which place differing relative penalties on each of the three factors in (5.13).

Predictions of zone temperature ŷ(k+i) are calculated using the GP model described in Sec-

tion 5.4.5.

The minimisation in (5.12) was performed using an implementation of the nonlinear,

derivative-free optimiser COBYLA (Powell, 1994) together with the Multi-Level Single-

Linkage (MLSL) procedure (Rinnooy Kan and Timmer, 1987a; Rinnooy Kan and Timmer,

1987b) from the NLopt nonlinear optimization library3.

The detailed MPC optimisation parameter settings for building testing are shown in the

Table 5.4.

TABLE 5.4: MPC optimisation parameters used in this work.

Category Parameter Value
MPC Prediction horizon N 12 steps

MLSL (global)
Population size 4
Maximum number of evaluations 131,072
Stop when objective value less than 0.001

COBYLA (local)
Maximum number of evaluations 8,192
Stop when objective value less than 0.001

Fitness function
λ0 10.0
λ1 10.0

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Model Performance

We conducted thirty GP training runs, each with an independent initial population, to obtain

30 individual models with the best validation set MSE per run. Among these, the model with

the smallest validation MSE was finally selected as the best model. January’s data (2,880

records) was used as the training dataset and February’s data as validation dataset. Typically,

the CPU runtime of each independent experiment takes ∼400 s (on a computer with a 3.30

GHz CPU).

One notable point is that in the training process, Tout and Qsolar are always assumed

known, and we have used measured values. During the validation and test phases, however,

3https://nlopt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

https://nlopt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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the practical use of the model means that future values of Tout and Qsolar are unknown. Con-

sequently, we have used persistent predictions for future (as yet unknown) weather variables.

Namely, the value of the weather variable at time k is assumed to persist unchanged for the

whole of the current prediction horizon. Persistent weather prediction is known to be reason-

ably accurate over the short-term (Antonanzas et al., 2016; Corne et al., 2013) while having

the advantage of being simple to implement.

The residuals (i.e. errors) for each of the i-step ahead predictions (i ∈ [1 . . .N]) measured

over the 12-month independent test set for the best GP model are shown in Figure 5.6.

FIGURE 5.6: Residuals of the selected GP model over the test dataset. Each
plot shows the residuals for a given number of steps ahead – for example,
“OSA” = 1-step head, “2SA”= 2-steps ahead, etc. The units of the ordinate

axes are Celsius.

From Figure 5.6, residuals of the one step ahead prediction fall into range from -1.25 to

1.75 C; even in the summer months (June to August) , most residuals are below 1.5 C. Unsur-

prisingly, as the predictions extend further into the future, the envelope of residuals expands
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although only slightly. In addition, a distinct seasonal ‘bow’ becomes more noticeable with

increasing i value.

Our choice of the metric in (5.11) was deliberately designed to give equal weight to the

prediction errors over the whole prediction horizon. In 12-step-ahead prediction, residuals

in January, February, March, November and December range from -2 to 2.5 C. Residuals

in the months such as May, June, July and August reach their highest values of 4 C and

with an average lower bound 0 C error. After increasing during summer, the sizes of the

residuals decrease later in the year. In summary, the GP model provides promising predicted

temperatures: the magnitudes of the residuals expand with increasing prediction step size i

with the biggest residual less than 4 C. The best model presented in GPML form can be found

at Appendix A and:

https://figshare.com/articles/gpTreeConstantWFInVall_xml/7398797

The best GP model has 79 nodes, including all types of nodes described in Table 5.3. The

XML Schema for GPML can be found at Appendix B and:

https://github.com/pirlite2/gpml-schema

5.5.2 MPC Performance

Figure 5.7 shows a typical result of controlling the test building during the month of February

(from the 32nd to 59th day of the test year) using the MPC framework from Section 5.4. The

test weather data is independent of the data used to train/validate the predictive model. The

reference value r(k+i) was set to match 20 C during working hours (9:00 to 17:00). To achieve

frost protection out-of-hours, the reference value was set at ≥ 6 C. That is, we only apply

a penalty out-of-hours if the temperature falls below the frost-protection reference value.

Formally, ∆T(k+i) out-of-hours is defined as:

∆T(k+i) =


ŷ(k+i)− r(k+i) if ŷ(k+i) < r(k+i).

0 otherwise.
(5.14)

As described in Section 5.5.1, we have predicted future (unknown) weather values using

persistence, that is, assuming the variable has the same value over the whole of the prediction

horizon as it does at the start.

https://figshare.com/articles/gpTreeConstantWFInVall_xml/7398797
https://github.com/pirlite2/gpml-schema
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The upper plot in Figure 5.7 shows the zone temperatures, and also a ±1 C range during

working hours (dotted lines). The lower plot shows the MFR control variable (hot water flow

through the radiator).

From Figure 5.7, it is clear that zone temperatures are mostly being maintained within

the ±1 C band during working hours. A noteworthy feature of the MFR control variable is

that it varies fairly smoothly over the day, and is being reduced to small values towards the

ends of the working days; we infer that MPC is exploiting the energy stored in the building’s

fabric to maintain the setpoint temperature up to the end of the working day, thereby avoiding

direct heating, if possible, which may lead to energy savings.

Considering the thermal performance of MPC, it successfully maintained the zone tem-

perature within the ±1 C range for 83.3% and ±2 C for 95.2% of the (working) time. The

1 C band is generally deemed comfortable, with a small proportion (less than a quarter) of

occupants feeling mildly uncomfortable at the extremes of the 2 C band (CIBSE, 2015).

Although there will be some discomfort for the short periods outside these bands that fall at

either end of the working day, these are rare.

5.6 Discussion and Future Work

As stated above, scope of this work is to present what we believe to be the first report of

buildings MPC using a predictive model learned data acquired from the building. Our aim

here has been to document the methodology we have used although a great deal of work

remains to be done both in terms of ‘fine tuning’ this, and in extending it. We can identify a

number of interwoven topics that will be the subject of future work, and will be published as

future work.

Although we have reported only one instance of a predictive model trained on 30 days

open-loop excitation data, optimisation of the training process clearly needs to be approached

systematically. Although the test residuals shown in Figure 5.6 are clearly adequate to pro-

duce acceptable control, as evidenced by Figure 5.7, the model residuals exhibit a noticeable

seasonal effect – an upward ‘bowing’ in the middle of the plots. In the summer months, the

actual temperatures are systematically somewhat higher than those predicted by the model,

but in the present application with only heating of the building, this turns out not to make a
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great difference since heating is not necessary in the summer months. For a more compli-

cated building, however, that includes cooling as well as heating, the seasonal effects may

produce unacceptable conditions. Consequently, improving the model quality is therefore

clearly an area for future work, and a number of factors need to be examined.

The duration of the open-loop excitation experiment: Although we report only data for

30 days of system identification, it seems possible to train adequate models with shorter

data sequences than this. The trade-off between the length of the SID experiment and model

quality needs to be explored. Naively, one would expect model quality to improve with longer

SID sequences (= more training data), but extending the system identification experiment has

implications for both the amount of energy used as well as the practicality of conducting the

experiment.

For the sake of simplicity, we have assumed persistent weather predictions. That is, we

assume the weather inputs have the same values over the entirety of the prediction horizon

as they do at the start of the prediction horizon. Persistence is known to be acceptable in the

short term, but it is possible that more elaborate methods may give improved results.

The length of the prediction horizon has been chosen to be around six times the char-

acteristic time constant of the building (although the step response of the building is clearly

not a first-order characteristic). The trade-offs inherent in selecting a prediction horizon are

well-known in the MPC literature (Camacho and Bordons, 2004): a longer horizon allows a

more relaxed planning timeframe and tends to avoid overly aggressive control moves, while

producing more uncertain predictions due to the length of time into the future over which

they are being made. Shorter prediction horizons face the converse issues.

The MPC framework we have reported uses the rather conventional objective of penalis-

ing deviation from a setpoint, in this case zone temperature, together with an appropriately

weighted term is to minimise control effort (a proxy for actuator wear). In addition, we have

included a term to minimise energy consumption over the prediction horizon; this latter term

proved necessary for proper operation out of working hours. Clearly the regularisation con-

stants (here denoted λ0 and λ1) will have an influence on the control although quite how

significant this will be needs to be investigated.

Such a regularisation framework has been commonly used in previously published re-

ports on buildings MPC (Rockett and Hathway, 2017), and appears to have been adopted
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straightforwardly from its widespread use in chemical engineering and related industrial ap-

plications of MPC. In process engineering, of course, it is frequently important to maintain

some optimal process temperature to maximise yield, etc. Maintaining zone temperatures

within a small band, however, is generally unnecessary in buildings – indeed relaxing the

temperature constraints on a zone can have beneficial energy-saving advantages. More gen-

erally, tuning regularisation constants is known to be problematic and time-consuming, and to

a large extent, a conventional regularisation framework militates against our overall objective

of automating implementation of MPC in buildings in order to make it economically viable.

Consequently, alternative minimisation objective functions may well be more appropriate

in a building setting. For example, minimising energy usage (over the prediction horizon)

subject to the constraints of maintaining zone temperatures within, say, a ±2 C band.

The system identification experiments reported here involve open-loop excitation of the

building. It is well-known that open-loop excitation can drive the systems states to extremes

since there is no feedback control to prevent this. Apart from potentially consuming signif-

icant amounts of energy, performing an open-loop system identification experiment on an

occupied building would probably be unacceptable. Indeed, it is highly likely that the occu-

pants would take atypical actions, such as opening windows and doors, to make the internal

conditions more acceptable to themselves, thereby undermining the validity of the system

identification data. Rockett and Hathway (Rockett and Hathway, 2017) have already sug-

gested closed-loop system identification as a way of addressing the shortcomings of open-

loop identification: closed-loop identification (Gevers, 2005) maintains the system under

control using an initial (crude) predictive model while typically applying perturbations to

the desired setpoint from which an improved, control-capable model can be derived. This

process of closed-loop re-estimation can, of course be repeated periodically as-and-when the

building’s characteristics change.

Finally, although the work presented here has been done in simulation – as is very com-

mon in the initial steps of the control project – the ultimate ‘proof’ of the methodology is to

demonstrate its use on a real building. This too is future work.
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5.7 Conclusions

In this work, we have reported the first use of GP to obtain predictive models for the MPC of

buildings. Currently, the large-scale adoption of MPC in buildings is rendered uneconomic

by the time and cost involved in the design and tuning of predictive models by expert con-

trol engineers. We have shown that GP is able to automate this process using an open-loop

excitation experiment. The resulting MPC simulation is able to maintain the internal tem-

perature of a single-zone test building to within ±1 C of the desired setpoint most of the

time; we further infer that MPC is able to effectively exploit the heat stored in the building’s

fabric towards the end of a working day rather than applying direct heating. The results of

this work have significant implications for enabling the wide-scale deployment of MPC in

non-domestic buildings, and for the potential reduction in CO2 emissions by improving the

efficiency of building operation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis, a series of semantic-based local search methods within a multiobjective GP

framework were investigated for improving the search efficiency in empirical modelling.

Practically, when a trained model is obtained after an evolutionary process, the format in

which the tree can be shared and how to effectively apply it in further complex systems are

critical questions to be solved. An XML-based standard for the interchange of GP trees,

GPML, was proposed, which provides a simple way for researchers to share the actual trees

generated during their research and allows GP trees to be used as a ‘plug-in’ element for solv-

ing further complex applications, such as control problems. Taking advantage of GPML, GP

was researched for identifying the thermal dynamics of buildings which are acknowledged

to be complex and nonlinear. Then, the control performance of the obtained GP model was

further estimated through a MPC process. This chapter reviews the work that has been done

and outlines the contributions claimed in this thesis.

GP has exhibited good approximation ability on modelling complex systems (Poli, Lang-

don, and McPhee, 2008). However, the fact that conventional GP modifies trees at the syntac-

tic level can impair the search efficiency due to no regard of how program fitness is changed.

To address this issue, semantically-aware methods were researched and shown to be of great

help in improving search power during the evolution process (Ffrancon and Schoenauer,

2015; Vanneschi, Castelli, and Silva, 2014). Many semantic-based local search methods

(Azad and Ryan, 2014; Iba, Garis, and Sato, 1994; Topchy and Punch, 2001) integrated in

GP optimize solutions by fine-tuning node functionality or numerical coefficients. In this

thesis, we proposed semantic-based local search methods within a multiobjective GP frame-

work. This combinatorial method optimizes candidates by changing the tree morphologies,

which is comparatively less explored in this field. Besides, the performance of a new genetic
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operator, RDO (Pawlak, Wieloch, and Krawiec, 2015), that acts both as a genetic operator

and local search operator in both steady state and generational GP were also studied and

compared with our methods.

The main contributions claimed from the semantic-based local search experiment are

summarized as follows.

1. A range of semantic-based local search methods within a multiobjective GP framework

were implemented and assessed for approximating a series of commonly-used univari-

ate symbolic benchmark regression functions. The performance of GP supplemented

by semantically-aware local search methods was explored.

2. This thesis extends consideration of the influence of local search to a multi-objective

GP framework since the balance between program fitness with model complexity is a

key research issue in practical problems.

3. This thesis optimized GP solutions by focusing on changing tree morphologies, un-

like techniques that produce better models by fine-tuning model parameters or node

functions.

4. The performance of RDO both as genetic operator and local search operator in steady

state and generational multi-objective GP was explored. In generational GP, RDO was

clearly powerful when adopted as a genetic operator. However, in steady state GP, the

performance is worse than that with a generational scheme. Such deterioration caused

by RDO hinders the search efficiency of the steady state strategy. The RDO search

operator is clearly sensitive to the evolutionary strategy.

5. The proposed semantic-based GP local search is able to create models with statistically

better generalization performance and smaller tree size than a generational GP which

uses RDO as a genetic operator.

6. When GP served as local search operator, Ito’s depth fair selection method performs

best since the optimization of subtrees closer to the root node has more obvious influ-

ence on the improvement of the entire tree.

GP and its combinatorial methods have exhibited good performance in approximating

symbolic regression functions. When GP models are used for modelling real-world com-

plex systems or further applications like control, the interchange of GP trees is an essential
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requirement. Practically, due to the empirical and stochastic nature of GP, it is difficult to

reproduce research findings just relying on a brief description of how models are generated,

which is often incomplete. The replication deficiency may hinder progress in this research

field. We proposed an XML-based standardized format for the interchange of GP trees,

named GPML.

The main contributions claimed from the proposal of GPML are:

1. GPML is implemented. The instruction of how to translate a GP tree into a GPML for-

mat is detailed. In addition, how to read and validate a GPML file were also described.

2. GPML provides convenience for accurate interchange and calculation of GP models.

GP trees represented by GPML can be evaluated and compared directly by researchers

without reproducing others’ work (often) with incomplete information. It allows re-

searchers to correctly share their research findings with the hope of speeding scientific

progress in this field.

3. GPML allows GP trees to be used as a ‘plug-in’ component in larger systems, improv-

ing usage efficiency and providing application modularity.

MPC is a powerful control strategy and has been widely applied in chemical industrial

processes. However, the applications of MPC on buildings are little explored (Rockett and

Hathway, 2017). Applying MPC on buildings is worth pursuing because MPC is more likely

to offer significant energy savings compared to conventional rule-based techniques. The

characteristics of buildings are widely acknowledged to be nonlinear and dynamic, and tra-

ditional models used for building are hand-crafted by highly skilled control engineers. The

high costs of the creation and calibration of the predictive model make MPC economically

unviable in practice. Consequently, being able to automatically evolve both model structure

and parameters, GP is a promising tool for approximating building dynamics and further used

for MPC.

The main contributions1 claimed from the nonlinear dynamic system identification and

MPC based on GP are:
1Our group member Yuri Kaszubowski Lopes provided the data of a simulated building used for open-loop

system identification and provided the MPC results.
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1. A novel building MPC methodology based on GP was proposed and implemented. We

believe this is the first time GP was been used to produce predictive models for building

MPC.

2. A simulated test building was implemented by EnergyPlus. The required weather data

was collected by the UK Meteorological Office at a station located at Manchester,

UK. An excitation sequence (A PRBS-7 sequence) was designed and used to perform

open-loop system identification.

3. Data of the open-loop control process on the simulated test building was recorded and

further served as training, validation and test data sets for GP-based system identifica-

tion.

4. GP-based system identification was implemented. The obtained GP model was repre-

sented in GPML format and used for the further control process.

5. The building MPC was implemented using the learned GP model. The experimental

result indicates that GP is able to automate the open loop system identification prob-

lem. GP-based building MPC can maintain the internal temperature of the test building

within ±1 C of the desired setpoint. This experiment encourages the attempts of em-

ploying GP-based MPC strategy in non-domestic buildings.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

The work has been done so far in this thesis shows GP is a powerful machine learning tech-

nique for solving nonlinear system identification and MPC problems. GP has a strong poten-

tial to be applied in more complex systems, such as buildings. Several recommendations yet

to be incorporated into the current framework point to future research directions.

7.1 Local Search in GP

For the investigation of the effects of GP local search, all the benchmarks used in this thesis

are bidimensional datasets. A discussion about the possibility of using more complex higher-

dimensional datasets is worth checking in the future to assess the performance of GP on

dealing with complex problems with more independent variables.

Additionally, in this thesis, model complexity is measured by counting the nodes, which

is the most straightforward method and has been criticized for being deceptive. Recently,

remarkable research undertaken by Ni and Rockett (Ni and Rockett, 2015) that utilized

Tikhonov regularization as a complexity measure and was proven better than the conven-

tional complexity measure. This new model complexity measurement can be incorporated in

GP to explore its influence on the local search process.

7.2 Building MPC Based on GP Models

It is observed that GP can produce models that allow the MPC of building to maintain the

desired temperature band ranging ±1 C of the desired setpoint in a single zone space. The

control performance of GP models on multi-zone space is an interesting topic and worth

being estimated in the future for practical application in real non-domestic buildings.
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MPC relies heavily on the quality of the model obtained. The goodness-of-fit of the

learned GP model further depends on the dataset that used for training. Therefore, proper

design of the excitation signal for system identification is a critical requirement, which is

considered the most difficult step in the process of system identification. Apart from the A

PRBS-7 sequence that we used in this thesis, a future effort on exploring other excitation

signals, such as A PRBS-7 sequences transformed by Hadamard matrix, will be made to

find out whether fitter models can be generated by using other excitation signals for system

identification of buildings more efficiently.

Moreover, in building identification (Section 5.5.1), the model residuals (Figure 5.7) ex-

hibit a noticeable seasonal effect over the test dataset. Since the test set used contains data

for a full year, while the training set contains only data for the first month, it is reasonable

to suspect that the upward ‘bowing’ in test residuals is due to the fact that the training set

did not provide complete system dynamics. Therefore, the relationship between the length

of training dataset and the seasonal effect should be studied. In addition, the validation set

used for model selection in the experiment also contains only one month of data. Insufficient

information may make it difficult to select a single model that best fits the characteristics of a

building. Therefore, in future work, an assembly of models should be investigated to reduce

the risk of the selection of inappropriate single models (Chan and Pauwels, 2018).

This thesis researched open-loop GP-based MPC of the building. Due to the lack of

feedback control scheme, open-loop excitation can drive the system to extreme states, which

inevitably consumes significant amounts of energy. To address this drawback, research on

closed-loop system identification will be undertaken to derive control-capable models to

maintain systems under control. Additionally, the effects of occupant activity will also be

considered in future work.
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Appendix A

The Best Model Presented in GPML

Form

The model presented in GPML used for building MPC in Section5.5.1 is shown:

<?xml version=’1.0’ ?>

<gpTree noVectorElements="4" firstIndex="1">

<binaryNode operation="+">

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<binaryNode operation="+">

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>

<constantNode value="1.0000"/>

</binaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="*">

<constantNode value="0.2000"/>

<binaryNode operation="+">

<unaryNode operation="delay3">

<unaryNode operation="delay3">

<constantNode value="0.8000"/>

</unaryNode>

</unaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<unaryNode operation="delay2">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>
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</unaryNode>

<unaryNode operation="delay2">

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<binaryNode operation="-">

<constantNode value="1.8000"/>

<constantNode value="0.2000"/>

</binaryNode>

<unaryNode operation="-">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>

</unaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</unaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

<constantNode value="1.0000"/>

</binaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="*">

<constantNode value="0.2000"/>

<binaryNode operation="+">

<unaryNode operation="delay3">

<unaryNode operation="delay3">

<constantNode value="0.8000"/>

</unaryNode>

</unaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<binaryNode operation="+">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="3"/>

<terminalNode vectorIndex="1"/>

</binaryNode>
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<constantNode value="1.0000"/>

</binaryNode>

<unaryNode operation="delay1">

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<unaryNode operation="delay3">

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<binaryNode operation="*">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>

<terminalNode vectorIndex="3"/>

</binaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="+">

<unaryNode operation="-">

<binaryNode operation="AQ">

<unaryNode operation="delay2">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="1"/>

</unaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="-">

<constantNode value="0.2000"/>

<terminalNode vectorIndex="1"/>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</unaryNode>

<terminalNode vectorIndex="1"/>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="+">

<binaryNode operation="*">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>

<terminalNode vectorIndex="2"/>

</binaryNode>

<unaryNode operation="delay3">
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<unaryNode operation="delay2">

<unaryNode operation="delay3">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="3"/>

</unaryNode>

</unaryNode>

</unaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</unaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="+">

<binaryNode operation="-">

<binaryNode operation="+">

<binaryNode operation="-">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>

</binaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="-">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>

<terminalNode vectorIndex="3"/>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

<unaryNode operation="-">

<binaryNode operation="+">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="1"/>

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>

</binaryNode>

</unaryNode>

</binaryNode>

<binaryNode operation="-">

<binaryNode operation="-">

<constantNode value="1.2000"/>

<constantNode value="1.2000"/>
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</binaryNode>

<unaryNode operation="delay1">

<terminalNode vectorIndex="4"/>

</unaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</unaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</binaryNode>

</gpTree>
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GPML Schema
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